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• WHITE WHILE C.litOWD13
FLEE :'ROM BULLETS
FIRE ON UNARMED MAN
WHO TAUNTED THEM
"YOU FELLOWS WILL GET
YOURS TUESDAY WHEN
TILLMAN SPEAKS."
Negroes Answered That Tillman
Would Be Shot Down If He
Maligned Nam
aleago, Nov. s6.—Two men were
fatally shot yesterday afternoon in a
revolver battle on the street, which
grew out of a controversy over Sen-
ator Tillmaa's proposed aati-segro
speech A third man who figured bi
the daylight fuailade was arrested ot-
ter a crowd had attempted to visit
,violence upon him
Tho 40s.
Arthur Tehoe, white, aged twenty-
one, itag Milwaukee avenue, shot
through mouth and forehead, taken to
County Hospital
Malcolm Bradus, colored, aged
thirty-one, 136 Robey street, pierced
'by three bullets in neck, head and
arm taken to County Hospital
Arrested.
John Fleming, 136 Robey street
bliki on prospective murder charge
The battle was waged near the
home of Bradus and Fleming It was
witnessed by more than a hundred
pedestrians who had stopped to listen
to the hater argument More than a
dosen shots were fired Tehoe,• the
police say, did not have a revolver
but both the negroes are accused of
having find.
Toast Sart* QuarraL
Teboe, who knew both Fleming and
Nradus, started the quarrel by shout-
ing to the two as they sat on tho
porch of the boons as he went by.
"You fellows will get yours Tues-
day when Ben Tillman speaks"
The negroes are sad to have an-
swered that Tillman would be shot
down if he attempted ta._Malign the
colored race, and TehcF responded
with the comment that-the blacks had
not sufficient "nerve" to assinate the
South Carolinan.
Hotter and hotter waxed the quar-
rel and finally the negroes ran from
the porch to the sidewalk and there
continued the discussion in view of
many men and women who stopped PO
listen
Suddenly, the police declare. Bradus
and Fleming both drew revolvers and
Nourished them at Tehoe, who started
to run As he dodged into the crowd
• shot was fired alter him and the
watchers ran for shelter.
The Battle Beglas.
Then ensued the battle, Tehoe ran,
with Bradus closely behind, the palice
say, and Flemiteg followieg.
Tame bemuse exhausted after a
block's run north and stopped Fire
shots rang out in rapid segues** •Issi
Tehoe threw up hi. hands and toppled
into the NNW Oa ee Deekta, ut
by three bullets also dropped
The pollee chrtlftfus with ha...
ing shot Tahoe -at .4alosse, range and
declare Oat tradua himself was
drowned by bullets from the revelator
'of Fleming, who, they declare fired at
Tehoe just as Bradus • stopped be-
tween the'interided victim arid the re-
volver.
.Fleming. as be saw the two men
fall. increased his speed and, throwing
his revolver away. attempted to
escape. The doted started after him,
when they saw be was disarmed, and
for two blocks Fleming was pursued
by at least two score of men.
The chase wa• et short by two
policemen. who were running to the
scene, having heard the shooting
They barred Fleming's path and
seized him after a struggle, just as
the advance guard of the pursuers ar-
rived.
,.°11fembers of the crowd urged viol-
ence against Fleminwies he was
bustled away between coats.
At the patrol bna the policemen
noting the growing crowd and beer-
few the increasing clamor, sel;ed their
prisoner and looked bbu into the steel
ox. where he vra:. aste from the reach
the would-he avewger5.
A few mimitea kale 4 patrol wagon
ived and between two lines of
!icemen Fleming trembling with
r, was pug./ into the patrol
will locked in a cell at the
BIG RECEPTION
BY WOODMEN
10EMBERS OF OLIVE CAMP





ROW BY HOME OF THE
FRIENDLESS.
Daughters of Confederacy Hold
'Executive Meeting Friday Morn-
ing—Other Social Events.
The members of Olive camp, Wood-
men of the World, will give a recep-
tion this evning at their hall on North
Fourth street, a fine program being
rendered and refreshments served
Gypsy Gathering.
The Philathea club this evening
gives its Gypsy entertainment at the
St. Nicholas hotel on South Third
street
Co/decimate Daughters.
An executive meeting will be held
et 9:30 o'clock Friday morning by the
meeting of the Daughters of the Coo-
federacy, with Mrs. James Koger, the
president. at her home on North
Seventh street.
Thanksgiving Reception.
The lady managers <at the Home of
the Friendless will give their annual
reception tomorrow afternoon from 3
until 5 o'clock. at their building at
Thirteenth and Burnett streets The
public is crdially invited out. and all
donations of every nature will he
gratefully received
Entre Nom Club.
Friday afternoon at 2 3o o'clock
Kiss Corinne Winstead will entertain
the Entre Moss club at her home on
Seventh and Washington streets
The Cotillion Club.
Sunday during the business meeting
of the Cotillion club, the new mem-
bers admitted were Arthur Y Martin
George Jackson. John Hancock. Har-
old Fisher, Chattel Rieke. Clay Kidd
and Willie Rudy
The club gives its Thanksgiving
ball tomorrow night at The Palmer
the list being on now at the George
Rock shoe store
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club meets this morn-
ing at Carnegie library, and the fol-
lowing program will be rendered
t Geona—The Cradle of Colum-
bus—lin. Josephine Fowler Post
2. Pavia—The Education of Colima-
bee—Mrs. Lbuis M. Rieke
3. Palos—The Departure of Colum-
bus—Mrs Janice A. Rudy.
4, Vallodolid—The Death of Colima-
bus—Mrs. Lillard Sanders
'Wiwi' Musicale.
The 'Matinee Musicale clab this af-
ternoon meets at the Eagles Home
on Sixth and Broadway, and renders
the fine program, taken from Lint &
Webber compositions, under leader-
shipiof Mesdaines Hal S o rbe t t and
Edwin Rivers.
Afternoon at Cards.
Misses Claribel and Carrie Rieke
of Sixth and Kentucky avenue will en-
tertain tomorrow afternoon at cards
complimentary to their visitor Mrs
William Bailey of Louisville.
Married nday.
Miss Laura McCandless of Living-
ston county and Mr. Lathe Moss of
th's city were united in marriage
Sunday by Dr B. T Hall at The lat-
ter's residence on South Fottrth
street.
The bride is a very popular. and
handsome young lady, the daughter
of Mr. Warren McCandless of near
Srekhlariel.
Mr. Moss is connected 'with the
Sleeth drug store at Ninth and
Broadway, having moved here abotst
One year ago from Livingston county
where he formerly resided.
West Chicago avenue station.
The two dying men were rushed fri
the Cavity Hospital in an ambu1an.7e
Hasty operations were performed in
an attempt to save their lives, but at
a late„hour the physicians declared
that both probably would die
VOL. 23, NUMBER 183
FRONTIER COMMITTEE GET-
TING READY FOR CAMPAIGN
THE FIRST AND SECOND WARDERS EXPECT TO MEET THIS
EVENING OR TOMORROW NIGHT, TO REACH A DEFINITE
UNDERSTANDING REGARDING THE WARFARE THEY WILL
WAGE AGAINST ONE OF THE WEST CO* STREET
MADAMES, WHO IS PREPARING TO MOVE DOWN ON CAMP-
BELL NEAR SIXH STREET—NEXT WEEK SEES WHETkIER
JUDGE REED WILL CARRY OUT HIS ORIGINAL COURSE.
CITIZENS ORGANIZING IN VARIOUS PARTS OF CITY
T.1111111•11
The prospects are that a meeting • doubt as to what course they will pur-
sue, as they intend having the placewill be held this evening or tomorrow
raided upon every opportunity, thenight by the First and Second ward
inmates arrested and fined as often aspeople composing the "Frontier Cos- evidence can be gotten against them
mittee," as they understand one of the and in fact a bitter warfare waged
West Court street madames is pre- against the disreputable people.
paring to move her resort from Next week the December term of
present red light district on tt criminal circuit court will be coo
avenue to a residence on Campbell vened, and it will then be seen
near Sixth street Contractor Chtis whether Judge Reed will carry out
joli$er, one of the prime movers hi his tho to run the demimonde off
fighting entrance into that portist West Court street. At the last Sep.
of the city by the soiled doves, yes- tember criminal term the judge had
terday said that the committee would all the women indicted on the charge
probably meet tonight or tomorrolw of running nuisances in the shape of
air the purpose of outlining they bawdy houses Re then informed
vigorous policy they will immediately the women that if they would move
put into execution as soon as tile out the present red light district by
demimonde try to invade that portinn DecEmber 1st, that be would not fine
of the city. The committee held its them, but that if they remained on
first meeting ten-nights ago at Idst West Court street fines would be as-
Miller's establishment on Sixth and sessed against them heavily until
Trimble streets And effected their or- they did vacate It will now be
ganization which includes all tlk pea- seen whether the judge intends fol-
ple residing in that neighborhood lowing out his original course in
They organized to be ready in case this respect.
the demimonde came that wry, and People over the entire city are be-
now that they learn a house has beat coming aroused,, as from every source
fixed up on Campbell street for use f011les word that if the soiled doves
of one of the madames the committee move out that way, it will be made
11411 not leave the soiled doves long is hot for thaw
ANNUAL MEMORIAL SERVICES
FOR THerPADUCAII ELKS
COMMITTEE HAS COMPLETED ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
CEREMONIES CONDUCTED NEXT SUNDAY AFTERNOON AT
alo O'CLOCK AT THE KENT UCKY THEATER—DURING THE
EXERCISES SOME VERY AT TRACTIVE EFFECTS WILL BE
PRODUCED BY THE ELECT RIC LIGHTS, APPROPRIATE TO
THE FEATURES—HON. Ehill MATT BAGBY, SR., DELIVERS
THE GENERAL EULOGISIII C ADDRESS, iiirMILE THE ORA-
TION COKES FROM THE LI PS OF THAT BRILLIANT AND
TALENTED ATTORNEY, HON. HAI: S. CORBETT.
Messrs Rodney Davis, chairman
and John J. Dorian, Earl Walters, R
E. Jones- and Harry G. Johnson. com-
posing the arrangements committee
have completed all preparations for
the annual memorial ceremonies to.%
conducted next Sunday afternoon at
the Kentucky theater by the Elks'
lodge of this city The outline shows
a very interesting program to be ren-
dered in honor of the four brethren
who have died during the past twelve
months. viz: William Porteous, Mat-
elot Johnson, David L. Sanders and
George 0. Hart.
The lodge meets at its home at
North Fifth at 2 o'clock in the after-
noon and marches across the street to
the playhouse, where the exercises
commence at 1:30 o'clock. All the
brethren will occupy the stage, as
usual, and this' time the electrical, ef-
fetta will be something new and nov-
el, they gleaming in a varied manner
as the different ceremonial features
are peogressed with.
The entire public is cordially invit-
ed to attend the gathering, 'the pro-
gram for which is as follows:
Pirocessional—KPngfri orchestra.
Invocation—Rev. David C. Wright.
Opening ceremonies, from ritual, by
the lodge.
Address by exalted ruler.
Double quartet—Miss Anne Brad-
shaw Mrs. Lelia Wade Lewis. Mrs
James Weille and Mrs. William, C
Gray: Messrs. Slavin Mall, 'Har-
ry Collins. Edward Scott and Emmet
S. Bagby
Eulogies, Brothers William Porte-
ous. M. W. johnacion, D. L. Sanders
George 0 Hart, by Hon. Emmet W.
Bagby.
Soprano solo—Miss Anne Brad-
shaw.
Oration—Hon. Hal Corbett.
Double quartet—Miss Anne 'Brad-
awl', Mrs. Lelia Wade Lewis, Mrs
Jellies Weille and Mrs. William C
Gray; Messrs Slavin Mall. Har-




Hymn--Tune, "Betitany." by lodge
and congregation
•Nearer, my God to Thee,
Nearer to Thee;
E'n tho' it be a cross
That raise% me—
Still all my song shall be
Nearer, my God, to Thee
Nearer, my God, to Thee,
Nearer to Thee
Tho' like the waailaror,
The sun gone down
Darkness be over me.
My rest a stone—
Yet in my dreams I'd be
Nearer, my God, to Thee:
• Nearer. my God, to Thee.
Nearer to Thee.
"Forget. Me Not," the lodge.
Intermezzo from "Caralleria Rusti-
cana," King's prchestra
Closing ceremonies, from the ritual
Doxology—Tune, "Old Hundred,"
lodge, congregation and orchestra:
Praise God from Whom all blessings
Sow,
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Hirn above, ye heavenly host;
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost
Benediction—Reit. David C. Wright.
Itecesdionfal---King's *orchestra
Dodlardon Ceremonies.
December 6. Thursday, the Elks
will hold- their dedication ceremonies
for their new home building on North
Fifth street, and the conimittee ar-
ranging for it is now hard at work
Some of the most eloquent speakers
of the day will be procured for the
occasion, which will be attended by
delegations front surrounding cities
This gathering will be quite an elabor-
ate occasion.
Mr. Maurice Nash left yesterday
for /Cuttawa end other points, to re-
turn Thursday. Mrs. Nish remained
here with her sister, Mrs. David Van
Culin, and did not return to Louise
yesterday as eltPectftt
NEW HOTEL OF 'GRIEF CARRIED
^
fADUCAHAN LADY TO CRAVE
MANAGER COBBS' COMPANY IS
pii,Ep lasso- sosss
t A.; - .
vianiin Enter-mm-1g
ONEAOFATHE , FINEST
MR. J. F. NICHOLSON BECOMES
MANAGER OF COMMON-
WEALTH LIFE HERE
Mr John J. Bleach, Jr., Goes to Pans.
to Take Potation With
Jewelry House.
Manager King Cobbs of the Hotel
Vendome of Evansville, Ind., has suc-
ceeded during his two years' control
of that hostelry in building up such
a mammoth patronage that the com-
pany is now preparing for a hand-
some $too,000 addition to the struc-
ture, which will make it one of the
finest in Southern Indiana. Mr! Cob6p
is the well known former Paducahan
who has resided for a number of
years in Evansville, where he was su-
perintendent of the police department
for white a While He is a brother of
Miss Zola Cobbs5 the milliner of this
city. The Evansville Courier of Sat
urday speaks as follows regarding
the new structure to be erected:
"The building permit for the New
Vendome Hotel company, which will
erect a new hostelry at the corner of
Third and Sycamore streets, was
granted Thursday by the board of
publib works. The cost of the bald-
ing was placed at twos=
The board made a systematic can-
vass of the plans for the building be-
fore granting the permit. The wotit
on the building will begin at once
all the buildings on the ground hav-
ing been razed.
The architect, F. J. &blotter, an-
nounced that the contract for all the
concrete work, which will include the
foundation and the walls, has been let
to the Wore-Mansfield company of
Indianapolis at the price of $3cs5ott
The other contracts will be awarded
to local people, though the names
have not been made pubic"
Promoted to Manager.
Mr. J. F. Nicholson of the Paducah
office of the Commonwealth Life In-
surance Company of Kentucky. has
been promoted to be sole
manager of the local branen
maintained here by tne company. He
succeeds the former manager, Mr. J
Goldsmith, who has gone to Louis
ville, and from there leaves for Oma-
ha, Neb., to locate.
Mr. Nicholson is one of the most
reliable and ensigetic insurance men
in this end of the state, and has for
some months been assisting in the
management of the Paducah offce
which now passes into has entire con-
trol. The company showed mach wi
dom in the selection, as be is the right
man in the right place.
New Jeweler Here.
Mr. John J. Bleich, jr.. arrived
Saturday from Detroit, Mich., to
spend a day or two visiting his pa,-
ents, Mr and Mrs. John J. Bleich, Sr
of Clark, near Ninth street. Yester-
day he went to Pans, Ill., to
Pena.. Ill., to take a responsible posi-
tion in a large jewelry eqablishment
of that city. He has just finished a
course in the Detroit School of En-
graving, which is one of the finest in
the country.
• New Plate Glass.
There is expected sometime this
week the. new plate glass to go in
the front window o fthe Nagel &
Meyer jewelry establishment at Third
and Broadway. It takes the place of
the one smashed-two weeks ago by
some thief, who shied a brick through
it and stole two watch cases. The
thief has not yet been detected.
New Dry Kin.
The inclement weather prevented
work being started the first of last
week upon the nes. dry kiln in Me-
ehsaicsburg. at the Sowell plant, but
things are now being gotten in shape
for commencement of operations this
week. If the weather permits, the
structure will be rushed to comple-
tion within .the next thirty days
New City Salesman.
During the meeting a the Meyer
Schmidt Grocery Company 'directors
yesterday Mr. Harry L Fisher was
selected as /he thy salesman, to suc-
ceed Mr. Charles Dewerthern who re-
signed.






MR. RICHARD SHELBY WAS
BURIED SUNDAY IN LIV-
INGSTON COUNTY,
Mr. John W. Allison Passed Away of
General Debility at Pryorsbarg,
and Was Interred Yesterday.
SvallaPalMalla • 4
Unable to withstand the repeated
nervous shocks sustained by deaths in
her immediate family, Mrs Myrtle
Wallace Phillips Sunday morning at
it o'clock died at the Beechhurst sani-
tarium in Louisville, and went to join
her loved ones in that ffrent Land.
The remains were brought here yes-
terday morning at 3:45 o'clock and
taken to the home of her brother, Mr
Harry E. Wallace of 515 North Ninth
street where at 3 o'clock this after-
noon the funeral services will be con-
ducted by _Rev. W. E. Cave of the
First Presbyterian church, assisted by
Rev. W. W. Armstrong. former pas-
tor of the Trimble street Methodist
church Interment follows at Oak
Grove cemetery The pallbearers will
be Messrs. Charles W Thompson
Nolan VanCulin, James Utterback
Horace Shinn, Hal S. Corbett and
FiMs E. Lack.
Last year Mrs Phillips had the mis-
fortune to lose by death her father
John Wallace. steamboat engineer
and her sister, Miss Wallace. Natur-
ally the shock was great, but it was
augmented when last May death Car-
ried away her husband, Mr George
Phillips, member of the Webb-Phillips
hosiery commission firm, and son of
Mrs. Mary J Phillips of Sip Jefferson
street. Mrs. Phillips' condition grew
so TMICh worse that two weeks igo
she was taken to Louisville for treat-
ment in the infirmary No lasting
good could be effected, and she grad-
ually grew worse until her eyes closed
in everlasting sleep
Nfrs Phillips was bore thirty-two
years ago in Metropolis Ill., being the
damehter of the late John Wallace
When she was a hild the family
moved here and the home was on
South Fourth near Jones for many
years. Mrs Phillip: was a mild-man-
nered lovable woman of swet and
attractive disposition that woi. the
hearts of all, who now suffer desp
grief at her sad death She was
consecrated member of the First
Christian church, and besides her
mother, is survived by two brothers
Mr. Harry Wallace. the electrician
and Mr. John Wallace. Jr. the elec-
trician of Virginia
Livingston County Man.
Sunday Mr Richard Shelby was
buried near his home, several miles
nut from Salem, f.ivingston county
where he died last week of infirmities
produced by advanced age.
The deceasd was 84 yars of age and
had resided in that vicinity all of his
life. He was one of the best known
and Most bstantial farmers on the
Salem atrd Dycusibug road, and had
many friends here in Pachreah where
business often brought him.
Resides his wife he is survived by
seven children, one being Dr. Robert
She/by of Princeton, and the other the.
wife of Rev. Critchlow of Salem.
' Mr. Shelby was also an uncle of
Dr William T. Graves and Attorn.ry,
Eugene Graves of this city.
Veteran Citizen Dead.
Yesterday afternoon at Pryorsherg
Graves comity, Mr. John W Artison
was buried, the funeral being attended
by his daughter-in-taw, Mrs Emma
Allison. of Broadway near Ninth.
street, this city.
Mr. Allison was born eighty-four
years ago at Bedford county, Tenn.
and came to Graves county when 34
years of age. Ever since then he
made it his home, except during the
Civil war when he went to the front
with the Union troops.
He was a well-to-do farmer and to-
bacco grower, and besides his datigh.
ter-in-law here. leaves only one son,
Mr. Neal Allison of Pryorsburg.
Charles Vincent and Robert Stith
have bought the Sears and SwOeltay









ONLY TWO KILLING CASES
BEFORE CRIMINAL COURT
CICEICO ANDERSON WILL BE likIED DURING SESSION THAT
STARTS NEXT MONDAY, FOR FATALLY SHOOTING JOHN
MIX SEVERAL MONTHS AGO DURING A QUARREL IN THE
REAR YARD OF CHARLES GRAHAM'S SALOON ON NINTH
AND COURT SEREETS—DUR ING THE SESSION THERE
COMES UP THE INDICTMENT CHARGING ED SCOTT
WITH KILLING THE YOUNG PLUMBER NAMED STEWART
DURING A 'KED LIGIrr DISTRICT- FIGHT LAST WINTER.
Judge 'Reed opens -his December L'ght district one night last winter,
term of criminal court, :next Mlonday when his crowd commenced yelling
21114 hiany cases are on the docket for ttoi party, one of whom was a plumb-
albal, the two most ite.portant of 'ad:named tSewart, who .as eating at
yodlich iare the Willing charges, one a restaurant. A quarrel arose and
against Cicero Anderson sod the oth- S:ewart was shot by Scots. The
es against Ed Scott, :both young plunlber -died end his remains were
valsite fellows. Anderson is in jail, taken to his former home in Phila-
vidhile Scott has been out on b end ,delphia for burial. Scott was indict-
some months. led but has never yet got a trial. He
Anderson is the Igo 'ear old heft-was along with Mix the niglitt the lit-
who got into a quarrel with Jo ha lier was fatally shot by Anderson.
Mix behind Charles Graham's solo. aa I This ieebeomallest number of kal-
e, Ninth and Court streets one nig bt zing cases before the crim;nal court
last summer, and pulling his revolv tr -for molly terms, as for the past year
sent a bullet into the stomach of Mi 'tt or twes there have been four and
who died in the Riverside hospio d itve.sp for trial.
where he was taken for treatment tit The county sail as full' of prisoners
AAderson was in one c:owd in ; who he•se been held over by the ex-
bawdy house and Mix in another, and atminhig tribunals to the circuit court
-they had some words while carods- errand Jury for indictment on various
fug. Later they met in the back .charges, while toe docket has a large
yard of the saloon, and it is claimed antinber up for consideration that
Mix assaulted Young McCord, who 'were eicattinased over from the last
Was in Anderson's party, and then Teeptember criminal session
started at Anderson when the latter After /icon killed Stewart he Will
fired. Mix's dying statement denies ehemissed of the murder charge in
,having assaulted McCord or that he tie polite oourt and fIned for shoot-
started for Anderson. img in satildee heat and passion, but
The other killing charge is against t be next -criminal grand jury indict-
Ed Scott, who was out in the Red e d .Scott for killieg the other.
CITY LIGHTING 1 1.1.ANT ENTERS
BUSINESS WAR
Richmond. Ind., a6.--what The t two phone iinin the standpoint
. I still be about equal.promises to he the most interesting, of t Muipment,
Ti he private vonipcny, with 'its 20-phase of ,Richmond's municipal elec-;
odd plants scattered over this partice light and power experiment is to 
conic within the next few months: of tl te 
country, all er most of them
match .money, it is, asserted, will bewhen the Richmond Light, Heat and
in a ; wertIon so stand a losing war forPower company begins its fight ou,
the city's plant. Both the city and, a lom t 
period, for it the aggiegate
the private corporation are whetting profits 
the syndicate is after, and a
loss 0-a an individual sdant here andtheir knives for the contest which
there is ul not. is deeLred. causc theis certain to ensue, and citizen % are
wondering .what the end will bring. syndica k to 
grow weak. of withering
Richmond's municipal light and i ownPetietsea, le the superintaidents of thepower plant cost the city lilat000 ati
two Plan warpath for newthe outset. Since that time extensionti' 1114 are "a the
busmess. • inof the service lines have 'been made 
Custooners are growing -
terested but the success- Jr failure ofanti with improvements pow pig -
the city's coming fight will depend onress another jtoo.000 will have bees
the rotten I that -the citiaens rally tospent in addition to interest on bonds the suppo n heof t ir own;plant.The receipts for light and 
power
are in excess of operating expenses
each month, the real burden being the
improvements, the repairs and the
interest on bonds. In addition to pro- Passing Do
viding the current for more than 20 dreds,0
Street arc lights, there are several
hundred residences. many busraress
houses and severtl manufacturing
plants that use the light service.
The Light and Heat and Power
company is owned by a syndicate of
New Yort capitalists
either owns or controls twenty
or more gas and electric light plants -1-
the Middle West. When the city
plant began business the private coy-
peration hich until that time had
The drift was heavier today thanreluctantly furniidied electricity for,
yesterday. and m bay free low/batedlighting. because of better profits in
the sale of illnmhiatin gas, began past the city. Sc vent pieces of tim-g a
'her that resembrod bridge timberssiege. els° went by with • the -current. ThePrices were cnt for both ilinminat-
outlets of irony of the smaller streamslug and power. and the schedule oft
are filled, with drii extending' baskrates adopted by the private company
were promptly met by the city. it
was predicted that the big New York
syndicate would "squeeze" the city
out of business, but -the city etuck to
its job and though many taxpayers
declined to patronize the city plant
the-re was a sufficient number to flin-
tily Clic action oí the 'utiard of eke-
tric light commissioners to continne
the fight against the syndicate.
The expected happened. The New
Yorkers decided that if the city would
not he froeen out, perhaps it would
sell. A proposition was made loot
spring to buy the city plant at "in-
voice" price: that is, to give the city
an amount equal to the 'urn originally
expended for installation and in ad-
dition a sum representing what had
been spent in repairs, improvements
and interest on bonds. The city
"turned -down" the offer with thanks
,The taxpayers in general approved
the action, though some of them inti-
mated that the city would have been
showing fine business judgment to
have let go when there was eppertn-
nity to get hack the full investment,
The Light. Heat and Power com-
pany then proceeded to get busy. it
immediately announced that it would
not be run out of business by the city,
but would arrange to give the munici-
pal plant a fight that would he about
tile stiffest proposition any city plant
had, ever•found itself tip against.
The plant of the private company is
being equipped with much new ma-
chinery. which will give it a capahity
for hoth light and power almost dou-
ble that of the present time. The city
took the cue and the council ordered
extensive improvements in the city
plant. These are now in ntogress
--"•" -ho'imh"11111111/11.11111111111111111111MOW ••• •
PITtitPK I NS
ern the River by Hun-
ted Many Catching
Ti.
The Owe. selsori, 'moist r says:
Pumpkins—w reeonlesids of eumpkins
—floated past the wharf today. Sev-
eral gasoline toms were out in the
middle of the • rivers catcitieg the
fruit. Tom E the caught a boatload
of pumpkins th. it west as fine.as ever
seen here. The river is getting in the
cornfields near t be alsore andifkating
the pumpkins nui t in large numbers
into the streams, • b some instances
over held s mile.
The water continieee to climb the
bank at a rapil rate and a continua-
tion of the -rise for Cony-eight hours
will cover the island rip-visite ohe city
Matt ANDYOLICE CLASH
IN A 'HEW li',ORK ;RIOT
Crowd of Three Hundred Resent; the
Arrest of Two Men.
44.
New York, Nev. 26.—A riot fol-
lowed the arrest of two men in (rent
of the FA•erard berths tonight. Rounds.
man Hose observed James Woods ly-
ingon his face in a cab. Standing by
the cab. arguing With the driver, were
James Arliels and Jay Wainwright
The cabby refused to take Woods
away without his two friends. Howe
says Wainwright and Arkels assaulted
him ond he arrested them. Roe/ids--
man Pen-roi in plain clothes. came
along arid, took Wainecight. A crowd
of sots gathered: Some one yelled:
"Make that fellovs• chop his shield."
Rurns reached for the 'badge. As he
did so Wainwright swung .a vicious
blow to the officer's eye. Burns came
hack and battered Wainwtight's face
immediately the crowd jonmed on the
two policemen. Policemen rushed in
irbm every diOction. °Arisen the
crowd finished with Burns and Howe
the xoundsmen looked like sea i e-
crows.. And when the'policernesi fin-
ished with the crowd the latter kicked
as if it had been run thrnegh a chop-
ping machine.




NEM DIALECT ILAW MAY CAUSE
FOR ADDRESS MUCH TROUBLE
Dr. 1. B. HOWELL WILL ENTER-
TAIN HIGH SCHOOL
PUPILS TODAY.
The Public Schools Dismiss Tomor-
row Afternoon and Remain Out
Until Next Monday.
•••=m.M.
This morning the pupils of the
bign school will have setebeir opening
exercise a talk by D. I. B. Howell:
the dentist. Tile remarks will be in
the negro relalect, at which the den-
tist is quite apt and very' entertaining
It is probable that some day soon
the children will be addressed by Rev
W. T. Bowling, the new pastor com-
ing to take charge of the Broadway
Methodist church of this city. He
is a fine orator, highly educated man,
and- an address from him would he
an excellent education for the pupils
'Schools Dismiss Tomorrow.
There will be no session of the pub
lic sehols next Thursday and Frida*
on account of the former -date being
Thanksgiving, and the fficilds not car-
ing to force the children beck to their
studies the following day. Friday
therefore tomorrow after noon at som
o'clock ell the buildings will dismiss
and -remain out until nest Monday
morning. This will give the children
and over-isorked teachers four
straight days. of rest and reereation.
RUEF WILL BE INDICTED.
San - Francisco Grand Jaity Merely
Waiting to Elaborate Evidence.
San -Francisco, Cal.. Nov. sts.—Boss
Ruef last Fridatb expected to be in-
dicted because of revelations outde by
A. endrien in regard of blackmail paid
to Ruef and the police for protection
of a diwputable resort in Pracific and
Jackson streets. Ruef had lsall bonds
all ready, hut the indictniente were
not prepared, a% the grand jury
wished to get more evidence oi pay-
ment of graft tn Rtief and the police
The proprietors and managers of
these places have been subpoenaed for
Tuesday and if the jury finishes with
the witnesses indictments may be
given out on that day. There is a
mass of evidence against Reid, as sev-
eral witnesses are said to have 'testi-





Resolutions Criticise Detractors of
President for Discharging Soldier&
Cincinnati, 0., Nov. 25.—The con-
gregation of Allen Methodist Episen-
pal church, the largest and most rep-
resentative negro congregation in en.
cinnati. has pissed resolutions disap-
proving of the denunciations of Presi-
dent Roosevelt for the summarweetice
he took in regard to the Teenty-fifth
infantry. he resolutions denounce
those negro soldiers -who by hiding
behind their comrades have made the
latter suffer.
SLOT MACHINES ARE SEIZED
Over iso Alleged Owners Arrested on
the Southwest Side.
Chicago. Nov. a6.—Every known
slot machine owner on the southee.:
side was arrested Saturday night by
a special gambling' squad from the
Desplaines street station. Over 150
men, alleged proprietors ce saloons
cigar stores and poolrooms, were
locked up during the night.
Inspector Kelly says he will take a
different district on the west side
very-night and continue the raiding
until every machine is dernoliehed.
Gumshoe .Work.
"James!" she said' severely.
the butler looked tip with a guilty
this h.
"James," she asked. "how is it that
whenever I come into the pantry I
find your work at sixes and sevens.
and you sprawled out reading the
,foothell news?"
"Well, ma'am." the butler answered
"I shoeld .say it Was on account of
them eld rubbersoled tennis shoes
you're eloorys wearin' about Alm
house."
Siernese Twins DtcplIcated.
St. Louis, Nov, 26.—Exact esounter-
parts of the Siamese twins were born
to Mrs. Samuel Jacobson last night
The children lived only a short time
Although there, were two heads; four
arms and four legs, and two chest
cavities, there seas only one abdom-
inal cavity. at oss4iich point the twins
were joined 'together.
.,IM..••••••••••
It is comforting so know that, :1
you are not famous, he wd-rld won't
be hankering to know ell about your
shortcomings.
Life's tragedies will be orly come-
tlies if we can just get into fie habit
of looking at them from the right
point of view.—Florida Times-Vnion
•
LAW REQUIRING PARTNER-
SHIP FIRMS TO REGISTER
OWNERS' NAMES.
Failure to Do So Punishable by Fine
and Probable Imprisonment—
Its Provisions.
The statute as known as the "Ficti-
tious Firm Name Law," and is an act
the aim of which is to prevent un-
scrupulous persons from, hiding be-
hind fictitious names for the purpose
of fraud or evasion of legal process
The statute requires that every per-
son or number of persons constituting
a him nut incorporated under the laws
of the state, must file a certificate,
in the county clerk's office showing
to whom the business belongs.. Par-
agraph one of the act says:
"No person or persons shall hereaf-
ter carry on, conduct or transact busi-
ness in this state under an assumed
name or style, corporate or otherwise
other than the real name or names
of the individual or individuals con-
ducting or transacting such business
unless such person or persons shall
file in the office of the clerk of the
coonnty a certificate setting forth the
names under which such business is
conducted, er the true or real name air
full names of the person or person,
owning, conducting or transacting
such business and their postoffice ad-
dress."
Paragraph two states that the cer-
tificate must be filed within thirty
days after the act goes into effect. As
fhis statute went into effect last
spring there are 1 nnmber of dele-
quents in this city, says the Owens-
boro Inquirer.
T‘here is kept in the offic • of the
county clerk an alphabetical list of all
these certificates and such list. are, est
roar*, (vend° inspection.
T 'statute does not inclole legal THEstate rporations or firms d• ing but
ince/ under partnership pro.
sided nee partner is actua!'s in th'
hu•iness.
Failure tii comply with t -
me-nts of the statute in q -
punishable by fine and ine•
nr both.
Paragraph Ave of the act is as fol-
hiss s
"Any person or persons carrying on
conducting or transacting business as
aforesaid. who shall fail to comp:v
with the provisions of thi• ace shal
be guilty of .a miwiemeanor. and upon
couvietion shall be tined me lees thio
twenty-five dollars nor mor • than one
hundred dollars, or imprisoned in thr
county jail not less than ten day
more than thiny day.. er beeh so
fined and imPei.ourd. and each day
an' per•oo or persons continue to
eine/Suet business in viiilat'oe of this
act shall he deemed a separate of-
fence."
It hi the of the county at-
torney to Kandle these cases.
There are a number of firms in
this city which are unwittingly sits-
°hes mg the law. and it is up to them
'it(' these certificates at once
l'here are 3 number i business
i. in the e'ty which have complied
;s iii the nom rements of the act bet






RIG BUBBLE BUDLY BUSTED
A S6o.000,000 Soap Trust to England
Forced to Quit Busioess.
London, Nov. 26.—A spontaneous
combination of newspape; s. trades
men, and consumers has killed the
British soap trust,,which "as launch-
ed on Oct. 5 with a capital of $6o,
000,000. Ever since then unrelent-
ing war has been waged against the
soaprpakers in the combine.
A section of the London and
pa osincial press gave its most promi-
nent columns to pillorying the meth-
ods of the manufacturers and urging
a boycott. They drew lessons from
American trusts and gratuitously ad-
vertised itakers outside of the trust.
Retailers filled theiNhep Windows
v. ;th advertisements of nontrust
soaps and antitrust cartoons.
The sales of trust soaps, although
they included some of the best and
most popular. dropped alarmingly.
specially when a leading firm an-
minced its intention to give only fif-
teen ounces for the sum that before
purchased a pound.
The result of the brief but sharp
fight has been the compulsory sur-
render of The makers, who met at
Liverpool today and decided to dis-
solve their combination. They issued
the following annuncement:
"The working arrangement entered
into 'between leading fierapmakers of
the united kingdom having been re-
ceived with such disfavor by trade
and public as to make it unworkable
it has bees decided to terminate the
arrangement from Nov. o.s."
It adds rhat each firm henceforth
will conduct its own business entire-
ly separately. •
Advertise in the Wegister and Get
• • penults-
1




It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Beeps Piling Vp
411414.010.10111444114.00 •••••••••••••••• ••  •••••
Sart Today to Save a Little






anch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of cow patrons and the cinema of Paskimeh, us
have placed copies of the directories of the cities nanied below in the or
big Register office at sae Broadway, where the public is invited to col
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS




































































Register Office, 523 Broadway
LIWolff
It is neither economy nor good taste
to put a poor cover over a good set of
works. •
' A good case is always advisable, par-
. ticularly if the works are first class.













































































































ONES UP ON THE CIVIL "APPEARANCE DOCKET" CALLED
OVER NEXT WEEK BY JUDGE REED. IN PREPARING FOR
)REGULAR CIVIL TERM WHICH OPENS IN JANUARY—MAUD
KRUGER BALTHASER SUED THE MUTUAL LIFE INSUR-
ANCE COMPANY FOR $1000 CLAIMED DUE HER ON THE
POLICY HER LATE HUSBAND HELD IN COMPANY—SOME-
MME THE LAST OF THIS WEEK JUDGE EVANS TAKES
UP CASE WHERE CREDITORS ARE ATTEMPTING TO
FORCE E. REHKOPF INDIVIDUALLY INTO BANKRUPTCY.
e city solicitor is now drawing
thr answer to be filed in the man-
us suit ofs the Paducah Distiller -
Company against City Clerk
nry Bailey. wherein the company
enmnel the clerk to issue it
uor license entitling the COuCcru
sell whiskey in as small quantities
one quart. The answer is to be
ed before next Monday. when the
ge calls over the "appearance
ket" of the circuit court civil bus-
es.. If the plaintiff then makes a
tion to have the mandamus taken
in the the ensuing ten days. it
11 be done, otherwise it does not
e up until January when the reg-
✓ civil matters come before the
urt.
In his answer the city clerk sets up
e plea that the legislative boards
eat confirm granting of a .license,
nd the matter does not rest solely
n his hands
Judge Taking Rost.
Judge Reed is taking a week of
e-t, as t'.ere will be no court until
est Monday, when he convene* the
bee term of the crlininal dock-
that lasts for three weeks, and
uring which time a number of Der-
charges come up. On finishing
:th the criminal docket, the judge
anges for another eght weeks of
ivil business, which commences the
t Monday of January.
Property Sold.
Lizzie and Pete Fovtier have soil
Margaret Wilkins for $1.3oo
ertY on Goebel avenue. The
re(j was lodged yesterday with thO
unty clerk.
George Packer transfer r‘ to So-
his Mae Backer for $s and other
siderations, property on Brown
r eet
'George Crenshaw b. ugh t from
sty C Wade for $3so property on
ak street
Colored Couple.
A wedding lice,r was procured by
MCAT WHITE PLAGUE
IS WASHINGTON'S MENACE
Washington, D. C.. Nov. 26—The
sociation of citizens cf the District
I Columbia, former for the purpose
I combatring the ravages of tubercu-
losis, has issued a statement which
bows in striking manner the extent
to which the disease !steroids in the
capital city of the nation The fol-
lowing facts are coatained in the
statement referred to:
Consumption killed Safi people in
his city last year.
From 2.500 to .3.000 consupmtives
e now living in the Lhatrict of
olurnBut
Ten deaths out of esery seventy-
e in the District of Columbia arc
e to tuberculosis
Tke disease costs the city $6,000 a
y. lat,000,000 a year. estimating the
s of wages at only $t a day, which
extremely low, and the coat of
ring at Sr, which is alio low.
The spread of the dread disease in
he Distrisct has alarmed many think
a people, alihought the growth ia
t more rapid, it is believed, than
many other great American cities.
ite district commissioners and the
'ashiagton Board of Charities have
ntiled with the committee in the
rection of a tuberculous; hope31al,
here the disease may be properly
rated. The hosPital is in course of
recnion, and will be opened for pa-
rents next year.
"Do not spit on the floor to do so
ay spread disease," is the unpunctto
ted and ,rnewhat ambigous sign di...-
layer! In all public buildings in
.ashington under the control of the
eneral government. The placards
ere put up by order of the presi-
ent some months ago. The heads of
epartments are endeavoring, under
der.- from the president. to segre-
e consumptives from other em-
yes. and it is practised that it will
t be long before all who are in-
ected with the disease will be work-
ing In rooms to themselves.
Good Example.
Little Johnnie, having in his orie-
l/elision a couple of bantam hens
-which laid very small eggs, spddenly
hit on a plan. Going the next moot.
ing to the' fowl run, Johnnie's father
was surprised to find an ostrich egg
tied to one of the beams, and above
it a card, with the words:
"Kee" your eye on this and do your
est."—Tid-Bits.
The man with the most real btoi-
s to alto* to is the man who can
nd the most.time to help his 
a leek MK
a colored couple. Ed Redd, aged 46
and Della Schofner, aged 31, of this
city.
Suit For Life Policy.
Sle•el Xenner Bal'hii vesitetday
f ied at in the circuit court against
the Mutual Life Insurance Company
ter $1,000 she claims is due her on a
policy of that amount held in the
company during life of her late hus-
band, Louis Balthaser. like action
was instituted for the plaintiff by her
attorney, Hon. Hal S. Cs rbett.
Rehkopf Individual Case.
Sonic day the last of this week at
Louisville Judge Walter Evans, of
the United States Court, will take up
the suit filed before him, wherein the
American-German National bank
and other creditors of E. Rehkopf
arc trying to force Mr. Rehkopf in-
dividually into bankruptcy. The
judge intended taking this matter up
last week while he vas holding
the Paducah branch of the Federal
court, but not having time, he inform-
ed the interested lawyers that he
would hear the litigation this week
at Louisville, after he finished his
Owensboro term of cou:!, which open
ed yesterday and will close tomor-
row. The judge then goes back to
Louisville to take up the Rehkopf
matter The lawyers /ere are now
preparing for the action and think it
is Ii be set for next Thursday or
Friday, which, if the caee, they go up
there to present their sides to the
jtitlge
Rehkopf Firm Case.
In order that the lawyers can
have brought here from Memphis
some papers they de -,re looking
over and wh,ch hay, a bearing on the
case, Referee Bagby of the bank-
rupt court has continued until the
last of twit week the work of re-
suming evidence in th litigation
where the ,E. Rehkopf Saddlery




Proof That King Leopold Is "Pluck-
ing" the Free State at the Rate
of $6,000,000 Annually.
The "Trade" statistics of the state
recently published, show that in the
last six years from :goo to loos, in-
clusive, merchandise—ft per cent rub
her—to the value of 107.435.927 francs
has been exported. against import% to
the value of iso.aa,t.ots francs. The
exports, therefore, exceed the im-
port- by 177,434912 francs, showing
that, if the trade figures of other West
Coast colonies—where the imports are
almost invariably in excess of the ex-
ports—are any criterion, Leopold, ac-
cording to ,its own figures.' is looting
the country to the extent of about $6,-
000rs000 a year. Thee figures gain
added significance from the fact that
of this merchandise imported more
than three-quarters consisted, not of
goods for tite benefit of the native
producer. but of government material
stores, etc.
• In effect, the king, since he has
had a free hand in the Congo. has
practically put the state in pawn. One
curious result of his policy is that in
capitalizing the Congo enterprise, and
putting the mock of his concessionaire
aompanies op the market, he has turn-
ed the present system into a vested
interest, and has sold to presumably
innocent investors the forced labor
of the natives—has, in other words
need the machinery of commerce to
create in Europe a property in slaves




Grand Jury Wants Them Indicted for
Violating the Sabbath.
Spartanburg S. C. Nov. 26.—The
grand jury of Spartanburg coounty
made a presentment Friday to Judge
Dantzler and Solicitor Seace urging
them to prosecute every minister of
the Seventh Day Adventist church, on
a charge of violating the Sabbath
also all members of that faith who
keep Saturday and labor on Sunday
Revs. Nash. Johnson and Sorser, well
known preachers, are named by the
grand jury presentment, which has
caused much excitement in religious
circles.
No man can he as eaeilly wrapped
around the finger of a woman as the
chap that claims he knows the most
about the ways of the sex.
Advertise in the Register and Get
10111111illis Illisehie
YOUNG NEW YORK CLERK
CREATES TWO TRUST COM-
PANIES IN HIS IMAG-
INATION_
New York, Nov. 26s—Gfrorge Dil-
lon, a financier at the ripe age of 20
years, created two trust compasses
out of his imagination, dected him-
self, under other names, their presi-
dent, appropriated them the board of
directors of a reputable bnsiness asso-
ciation, and profited from them Sto,-
000, at least, in six months.
This young and imaginative mas-
ter of finance has confessed to As-
sistant District Attorney Krotel that
he gave a capital of $1,000,000 to one
so. Si. siliatit)1) C1,1111/A1.1.1eS, the
"Eastern," and assured his dupes that
its president, whom he was pleased to
call Arthur P. Laurel, is a former
chainberlain of this city and a trus-
tee of the Carnegie Hero fund and of
the Metropolitan !Museum of Art
Dillon who honestly earns a salary
of about' Po a week, recently cashed
a draft of two on the Bank of Brook-
lyn, drawn by Francis Van Dresser
of Holland Patent, N. Y., and another
for $3oo from a victim in Milwaukee
Police Magistrate Walsh sent Dillon
to jail in default of $seco bail.
George W. Smith, manager of the
Fruit and Produce Trade association
and the Americal Copper and Gold
company, at 713 Warren street, gave
Dillon employment last Jane.
The youngster has good manners
and quickly proved himself a good
ckrk. Incidentally while he opened
letters and filled orders for Manager
Smith he possessed himself of the
names and addresses of many of Mr
Smieh's customers. In less than a
week. Dillon confessed, he built the
two trust companies out of his mind.
The handsome prospectus of the
Eastern Trust company offered stock
at Stop a share, which would be worth
almost any price in less than no time
His Southern Trust company guaran-
teed 8 per cent annual dividend. On
his stationery Dillon had printed as
his directors the real names of geenu-
ine directors of the Fruit and Produce
Trade association and the American
Cooper and Gold Company, Rooming
at No. st Concord street, Brooklyn
Dillon had part of his mail sent to a
box in the general postoffice here and
part to New Jersey. where he received
as Dan R Quinn. Ile told Ma
Krotel he had posed as Edward Alli-
son and George Earle Woods. and had
used half a dozen aliases, which he
has "forgotten, really."
After Dillon was in his employ for
three weeks Manager Srnith grew
suspicious of his extreme activity and
discharged him. Then complaints
from his d:rectors and others began
to pour in upon Mr. Smith After a
long search he found Dillon. dealer in
ghostly fortune:. in the employ of
W. T. and S. H. Davenport. Park
Place. and had him arrested
The only defense Dillon had to of-
fer was that he had been induced to
go into the scheme by a man named
Oakley. whose address he could not
give, and who, the assistant district at-
torney says, has no existence. The
fine prospectuses and other evidence
were fonnsi. in Dillon's room in Brook-
BIG TWO-MASTED VESSEL
PASSES CAIRO ON WAY
SOUTH FROM CHI-
CAGO.
"The Tartar," the largest sailing
vessel ,oes. seen on tlii, t.11(r
Mississippi was anchored. all day yes-
terday at the foot of, Thirty-sixth
street. "The Tartar" is owned by
Capt. Frank Dent, harbor master at
South Park, Chicago, who ,with his
wife and three children, is, on his
way to the gulf to spend theovinter, in
his schooner, says the Cairo Citizen.
The craft is the neatest: and fast-
est sailing vessel that has ever, passed
Cairo. Capt. Dent left Chicago, a
month ago, and has by elow siates
passed down the drainage canal and
the Mississippi. He expects to reach
the gulf in another month, and will
spend the greater part of the winter
racing along the Florida coast.
The Tartar is a sturdy two-masted
sea-going schooner of 12 tons, 45
feet lone, 12 feet beam and with a 6-
foot centerboard, and draws 18 feet
She carries a full set of canvas
amounting in all to 1670 feet. These
sails are all manipulated by lines
worked by a gasoline engine and Capt
Dent and two men can easily handle
her in the roughest kind of weather
The Tartar is absolute water tight
and in the recent storm was caught
below St. Louis and successfully
weathered the gale. Ahhongh steam-
boats and other craft were forced to
tie up at the bank the Tartar •ailed
through it all.
Traveling with the Tartar is the
gasoline tug Mollie Moore, the prop-
erty of Capt. James Moore, also of
Chicago. The Mollie Moore is a
staunch sea-going tug which has gain.
ed fame in the Chicago harbor
through munerous daring rescues in
storms
In calm weather the Tartar and the
tug use their engines, but whenever
possible the Tartar is sailed and tows
the tug.
Capt. Dent is an enthusiastic yachts-
mSn. He is a well trained sailor. hav-
ing served an apprenticeship in she
United States nays.
He told the Citizen yesterday that
he was anxious to get to the gulf
where he could let the Tartar out
and was confident that she would
prove about the fastest thing under
canvas in the annual races off Pen-
sacola.
He is taking the trip partly for the
benefit of his wife's health, and ex-
pects to remain in the south until
June.
Capt Dent is a warm personal
friend of C. C. Beird of Thirty-eixth
street and the Mississippi levee and




Gains Admittance to Her Room. but
I. Driven Away.
Evan'.s tile. Ind, Nov se—Miss
Minnie Powers, a waitress at the St
George hotel, was attacked at 3
o'clock this morning by a negro, who
gained admittance to her room on the
third floor of the building The negro
was beaten away by a number of
tYr4- other waitresses and made his escape.
Ideas for the nostese •
MUSICAL GAME A PRETTY 'EN TERTAINMENT—C}fRYSANTHE.
)LUI TE A PARTY.
Of the milking of musical isinses
there seems to be no end This con-
test consists of answering the ques.-
tions by the title of a song.
What was the maiden's name
nie Laurie."
Where ivia.s-the-WM-7-4111
Where did they meet "On Cite
Banks of the Wabash."




What flowers did he give her?
"Sweet Violets."
For what did she look to tie them?
"The Lost Chord."
How did she reply to his proposal?
"I'd Leave My Happy Home for
You."
How was the church decorated?
With "Palms."
What were the colors of her gown?
The "Blue and the Gray."
Of whom did the groom buy his
suit, to get it cheaper? "Solomon
Levi."
Who were the flower girls? "Two
Little Girls in Blue"
What did she say to her mother?
"How Can T Bear to Leave Thee?"
Where did the conductor put them
off? Vet Me Off at Buffalo."
What shall their he for life (let us
hope)? "Comrades."
What was their negro coachman's
name? "Old Black Joe."
"Home. Sweet Home."
Evening Wedding Reception.
A correspondent requests sugges-
Hale for refreshments to be served at
•
a wedding reception following an
8 o'clock evening wedding. In he
dining room have the chairs around
the room to seat the guest!, who will
be served on the installment plan
seating a: many as the capacity of
"In •the the room will allow. On a plate have
the chicken salad, two olives, a sand-
"The Lit- wich of brown and one of white
bread. Give the choice of coffee or
chocolate, the matter with whipped
cream; pass salted nuts; remove the
plate and serve ice cream, fancy or
plain, with the wedding cake and bon-
honk
If Chrysanthemum Tea Party.
In Japan the merry "Feast of the
Ohryeantherfum" occurs in Novem-
ber. Remembering, this, a hostess
ever pn the lookout for eovelties sent
forth invitations for a "chrysanthe-
mum tea." The word "Thimbles" was
written in the corner, and the hour
was 2 o'clock. A word regarding the
invitations, Which were really unique
Oblong Japanese doilies bore the mes-
sage which was typewritten on the
crepy crinkled surface;` they were
then folded twice, sealed with small
red seals on two sides and a large red
national seal was pasted on the front
on which the address was written
They were then stamped with a twe-
What did they say to the colored cent stamp and sent by post.
people? "All Coons Look Alike to The house was gayly decorated with
en-
Whet do shim eat ásfr as home/ .(CoatiouedP tne rio&h.t4
WORSHIP WILL BE HELD IN NEARLY ALL OF THIS
CHURCHES OF THIS CITY NEXT THURSDAY, AT WHICH
TIME THANKS WILL BE OFFERRED UP FOR THE MANY
BLESSINGS OF THE PAST YEAR—REV, CUNNINGHAM CON-
TINUES HIS PROTRACTED MEETING AT NORTH TWELFTH
STREET BAPTIST MISSION—REV. W. W. ARMSTRONG AND
FAMILY LEAVE THIS AFTERNOON FOR GREENFIELD
' TENN.—FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY HOLDDIG SPE-
CIAL SERVICES.
The different congregations of this
city are preparing for the regular
Thanksgiving services next Thursday
Rev. J. C. -Henry the new pastor of
the Kentucky avenue Presbytesian
chere: •- s *S.
return until next Saturday. At tit 1.1
church a "sunrise prayer service" will
be held at 6 o'clock Thursday morn-
ing tinder ausrAces of the Christian
Endeavor.
Rev. William Bourquin of the Ger-
man Evangelical church holds wor-
ship at 10:30 o'clock Thursday morn-
ing, while Rev. Illton of the German
Lutheran church holds services at
7:45 o'clock that night. At it o'clock
that morning Rev. Calvin M. Thomp-
son holds worship at the First Baptist
is hile at 10:45 o'clock there will be
worship at Grace Episcopal church
with Rector David Wright in the puts
pit. Rev. Banks will not be here
Thursday, therefore no services occur
that day at the Trimble street Mletho-
dist church, while the probabilities are
Rev. W. T. Bolling will be here to
preach at Broadway Methodist church
Thursday.
There will not be any preaching
Thursdas at the Third street Metho-
dist church, but that evening at the
building the ladies of the crIligregation
will give a box social, and the entire
public is cordially invited to attend
There will be no services at the Tenth
street Christian church, on account of
no pastor. At toi30 o'clock Thursday
special services will be herd at the
First Presbyterian church with an ex-
tra song service.
North Twelfth Revival.
Rev F. H. Cunningham continues
throughout this week his series of re-
vival meetings at the North Twelfth
street Baptist mission, nightly wor-
ship being conducted. No special ser-
vices witt he held here :Thanksgiving
Gone to Illinois.
Rey. C E. Perrynian has gone to
Herrin, Ill., to conduct some meetings
there, and it .is probable that he will
move to that city, having received
a call to do so
Broadway Methodist.
Rev. W. T. Bowling will arrive :n
this city tomorrow night late it is
thought If he gets here in time his
first service at the Broadway Med-,
dist church will be Thanksseving
morning. otherwise he will not be in
the pulpit nntil next Sunday.
Gene For Family.
Rev. G. W. Banks got here early
Sunday morning from Memphis and
filled his pulpit that morning and
evening at the Trimble street Metho-
dist church. As he had not been
heard from late Saturday night 4 was
doubtful if he would arrive on time
therefore Presiding Elder Blackar.1
prepared to fill the Trimble street pub
pit that night, but Rev. Banks made
his initial appearance, which favorably
impressed the congregation to whom
he'll not new, as he was in charge
of the Third street 'Methodist church
several years. ago and is a tine
preacher. Yesterday lie returned to
Memphis after his family, which will
be brought to this city the last of this
week and wsll occupy the parso•:-c4e
11.1der Blackard preacned Sul
morning at the Broadway Meth. sl
church.
Takes Family Away.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong arrived yes-
terday morning from Greenfield,
Tenn., where Sunday he filled his pul-
pit for the first time. This afternoon
at 4:15 o'clock the divine leaves with
his family for Greenfield t, i take up
their home. He returned yesterday
morning to get his family, which has
been busy supervising packing the
household furniture while he was
away.
Missionary Worship.
Thi, week the ladies of the Fore'mr
Missionary society of the Broadway
Methodist church are holding special
services at that building, it being a
"Week of Prayer and Self-Denial."
held each afternoon. Yesterday after,
noon "China" was discussed under
leadership of Mrs. Mildred Davis
while the topic for discussion today
is "Mexico and Cuba* with Mrs Wm
Eades as leader. Similar services will
be held tomorrow and Friday, none
occurring Thursday.
Guthrie A Methodist,
Rev T J. 07elie last night started
a protracted meeting at the Guthrie
avenue Methodist church, and will,
continue wor•hip there nightly
theiongbout this week, and possibly
next Thursday morn'ng at It
o'clock Thanksgiving worship will be
conducted. Last etening Dr. Owen
preached, while tonight Presiding
Elder Blackard fills the pulpit
KILLS MOTHER AND SELF,
VERDICT OF CORONER
Miss Mae Herman and Parent Found
Dead Side by Bid*.
Upper Sandusky, 0, Nov. a6.—Cor
ones' Stutz this afternoon rendered a
verdict that Miss Mae Herman, thir-
ty years old, a prominent woman of
this city, bad murdered her mtber,
Mrs. Henry Herman, and then com-
mitted suicide They were found life
less in Mrs. Herman's bed this morn-
ing. The fact that they were in the
smote bed aroused auspieions. It was
at first believed they had been as-
phyxiated. The coroner found a bot-
tle of morphine tablets ir. Miss Har-
man's shoe and poison in the dregs of
coffee in a cup near by. Mrs. Har-
man was worth upward of $40.000.
The shortest lasting pleasures gen-,
rally cost the um&
Many a man is going to he deeply
disappointed when he discovers to
his sorrow that the recording angd
never argues about how to enter the
account of deeds done here.
WE ALE
CLOSING OUT
A LINE OF TR/MBILD AND EVENING HATS
AT COST
CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK AND SEE
WHAT YOU CAN SAVE IN MAKING PURCHASE
MRS. CHAPPIN
AT






Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
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Tuesday Morning, Nov. 27, 1906.
The True Cause of Republican Gains
The Louisville Herald 'says the re-
publicans have a chance to carry the
legislature, and also that 4the0state is
being converted- to the principles of
the grand old party." Don't you be-
lieve it. The state is not being con-
verted to republicanism. There is
rolling whatever about the republi-
can party except where it is to be
used as an expression of dissatisfac
tion with the demierati, iachine by
thousands of good Kentucky demo-
crats
The notorious Music Hall conven-
tion drove thousands of democrats
out of the party and they have no
as yet become reconciled to the or-
der of things that naturally followed
that outrage They have been drift-
ing hither and thither, refusing to
ally themselves with either party in
the state except as a matter of ex-
pediency in a particular contest. So
far as principles are concerned thee'
ar,. a, strong in the faith as to true
democratic principles :is they ever
were, and in fact, when they view
the almost intolerable ci. nditions in
our national affairs wrought by the
republican infamy known as the
Protective Tariff, they are more ab-
sorbed than ever in the belief that
only through the good offices of the
democratic party, can the curse be
banished from the land. •
Locally, in the state the republi-
cans may show a gain on the face of
things, but that may be safely at-
tributed to dissatisfaction with demo-
cratic candidates or methods, and not
to any conversion to the principles
of republicanism. The men who con-
stitute the bulk of the independent
voters of Kentucky, are sinen of in-
telligence and integrity. They know
a wrong when tbey see it. or at least
have convictions on the subject and
the courage to stand by them. They
readily recognize the tariff evils as
espoused by the republican party.
aJ likewise the curse to democracy
ii'. the person of self constituted
leaders springing up from the army
of incompetents and weighting the
parey down oat' methods and con-
duct that are nauseating to decent
etizens. 'lenge, the independent (le-
nient is called upon to decide be-
- tween two great evils, and where
no other course is open, the best
they can do is to oust the ins arid
vote for the outs.
This view of the 5ittiatioli for the
conditions 'in Kentucky has been am-
ply demonstrated in the city of Pa-
ducah. Two years aga 'he demo-
crats felt so secure in the general
council that the rights of the people
• were trampled upon will, impunity.
and the city was at the mercy of the
corporations and the whisky element.
At the election the independent .
democrats voted for ths republican
candidate and elected every one of
them making the general council one-
half republican and one-half demo-
crats. One year later the independ-
ent democrats again voted for the
republicans and elected them making
the general council solidly republi-
can. The repubficans then took the
bit in their teeth, and ran roughshod
over the people, and actually attempt-
ed to turn the city—boots and
1.--ceclies—ovcr to the corporations,
and went so far as to insolently re-
fuse to heed a petition frcm the peo-
ple to he permitted to vote on cer-
tion questions, and as a consequence
every republican candidate was de-
feated three weeks ago. While in
each of the three elections in Pa-
ducah some of the voters think they
swopped the devil for ths witch, yet
as political freelances they have the
satisfaction of knowing that they
struck the best blow possible under
the circumstances.
There is one other feature to be
considered in the cast Ito of the local
results. In this city Postmaster
Fisher holding the best Federal po-
sition in West Kentucky has a re-
publican newspaper, and by outsiders
ignorant of true conditions here at
home, he is supposed to wield some
Influence, but lever were facts more
to the contrary. His gang had the
nerve to take credit for the local re-
publican victory last year and the
year before, but they have been pain-
fully silent—they have no influence
co standing in this city. They do
not command the slight -est respect
much less the confidence of a single
independent democrat in Paducah.
Their political records and methods
are so offensive to decant citizens
that they are considered politically
to be on the sante plane s ith the
negro vote that is usually carried
with a few dollars. They work
through the negroes. Not a single
Federal office bolder in the city is
allied with the Fisher gang, but on
the contrary are antagonistic to that
crowd—the United States clerk, the
United States commissioner, the ref-
eree in bar'maptcy, the deputy 'col-
lector, the revenue stamp deputy and
tic gaugor !hoc nothing, is Satever, to
do with that gang of political cut
throats, who make a business of be-
traying thc republican party when-
ever it is to their interest to do so.
In this city we know of no converts
to republicanism or its poiciples—it
is a case of being caught between
the devil and the deep blue sea.
The Herald shows a lack Of
knowledge of the political conditions
iz Kentucky when it attributes the
temporary gains of the republican
party in the state to conversion to
the prinicples of the republican
porty. • And from a political stand-
point it would be the part of wisdom
to credit the conditions to the short
comings of the democratic party
brought about by repugnant methods
and incompetent leaders who seek
only to utilize the party for their
continuance in power and to strength
cu a political .machine. It is the in-
telligent democrat* voter of inde-
pendent proclivities who swings the
deciding votes, and he does not relish
being classed as a conveet to republi-
can principle. In other words cred-
it results where they oroperly be-
long—to dissatisfaction with present
day democracy in Kentucky.
Independent Voting.
A dispatch to the St. Louis Globe-
Democrat from Springfield, Ill., com-
ments at some length on the fact that
in the late state election in Illinoi,
over too,000 independent votes were
cast, and both old parties are very
much stirred op over the growth of
tio aoleoetislent vote. FT, .711 a :men-
g.-aph in the dispatch one may well
suppose that even the politicians re-
cognize the handwriting on the wall
told are disposed to recognize the in-
dependent element, for is says:
"There has been in Chicago for
several years aa arganized movemen
to encourage independent voting It
is proposed now to let down the
bars" all the way down the state
by amending the general election law
so aa to remove the circle from the
head of each ticket. This will make
it necessary for the voter to put a
mark opposite the name of each can-
didate for whom he desires to vote.
It will not be possible for him to vote
the "straight ticket" simply by put-
ting a cross in the circle opposite die
party designation."
The party lash no longer possesses
any terror for the eelf-respecting
voter. Ile goes to the polls and
votes for men, not party emblems.
The arrangement of the ballot has
heretofore been a powerful Lector in
foicing the voters to accept one or
the 'other tickets of the old parties,
but the seaters have learned the art of
scratching and independent tickets
are becoming quite numerous. Under
the present system of nominating a
ticket and the arrangeintnt of them
on the ballots it has been difficult to
defeat both tickets. This being true
the corporations and other special in-
terests have come to dictate nomina-
tions of both parties so as to be sure
of their men being elected.
The independent vote* are the
ones who turn the scales and make
•1 the change from democrat to republi-
can or vice versa, but finding that no
matter which ticket is elected the cor-
poration tools go in. they are now
cutting loose from both parties and
putting out independent tickets. ' lt
may take a few years to overcome
the work of machines guided by the
corporations,/but the time will sure-
ly. come when the people will assert
their lower and- dnve fronsitheieg-
ialatire halls men who oc not rttitie-
sent the people. The average voter
is just beginning to realize what a
fool h beep in has  tam y following
after a handful of chea politicians
who dictate the nomi aeons for
both old parties. The time has
come for every voter to vote for his
oiso interests and that can only be
done by voting for men who %ell
serve the whole people, and not the
special interests.
The Saloons in Politics.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
During the recent state political
campaign in Tennessee the saloons
took so active a part, especially in the
Democratic primaries, that Senator
Carmack said that the saloon must
either get out of politics or get out
of business; that the welfare of the
people of Tennessee depended to
greatly upon the political parties for
them to be dominated by the saloon
He said that the saloons of Tennes
see had grown bolder and more inso
lent, because they felt themselves se-
curely :ntrenched. He appealed to
the people to start at once a move-
ment to put the saloons out of bito
nest if the saloons did not voluntarly
get out of politics He said he del
not believe the saloons would do the
latter, hence there was snotAing else
for the people to do but to abolish 'he
saloons.
The Nashville American. one of :he
leading newspapers of the South, Milo
took up the fight, and urged it up-
on the council of that city to restrict
the influence of the saloon in 'hat nity
  amikk  
WEWAtIONS
4 OPEN SUNDAY
POLICE WILL LOOK INTO
THIS QUESTION IM-
MEDIATELY.
SOME SAY THE "LID"
IS NOT ON TIONT
WESLEY PENNINGTON. -COL-
ORED, CHARGED WITH CUT-
TING WALTER SHANNON.
W.. Fowler Found His Huse and
*goo Which Strayed From His
Hired Hand Saturday.
it o as reported yeseerday from
many sources that Sunday quite a
number of the saloons of this city were
open and doing business, especially in
the Jersey and Mechanicsburg sec-
tions of Paducah The police are
looking into the matter and arrAts
may follow.
It is said that a number of the
saloons have been selling on the sly
of Sundays lately, andohat the "lid"
is not hermetically sealed in this city
The licenses of the balooniceepers
have only five more weeks to run, as
the first of next year they have to be
renewed It is said that acme selling
is dope, as the saldonists do not care
if the remainder of this year's license
is revoked, because a gond Sunday's
business would more than offset that
loss revocation of the license would
entail. a, some proprietors seem to
think they will have easy sailing when
the new democratic legislative boards mANy GL0BEs
come into power next Jarsiars
number of the new memb •rs have
stated they heavily endorse the rigid
policy otttlined by the tante 'ing re-
publicans regarding the salsa • propo-




CITY , ASSIUSOR STEWART
N DIG( HARD AT WOHK
ON HIS BOOKS
J
The Dociatnens Akre To Be Turned
Ore to tlati. tits Auditor By
• L onset %sit of December.t•o`
city assessor and
think the property is assessed too
high or too low. Whea the super-
visors complete the work they turn
the books back over to the auditor
and city treasurer, who make out the
amount of the bill against each prop-
ero, ou 110', shots Mg the tax each one
owes.
The treasurer then starts ‘collect-
ingi the sums from the eifferent par-
ties. The first half year's taxes are
due daring the month of June, and.
the last half in December
coy- Aledeasor Stewart .Dick tis
hard at work upon his books, which
show how much each piece of per-
sonal property of this c4ty has been
endued for municipal tax purposes
The law provides that the assesaor
shall complete his books by the first'
Monday of December, and turn them
over to City Auditor Alexander Kirk-
land, who checks over the book to
see that everything is all right. The
auditor then turns the documents
over to the city board of supervisors,
ohich meets the first Monday of Jan
eary and retnains in session for about
ten weeks, their duty being to can-
vass the valuations placed by the
whether theySee
Ear Split Open.
1,Vealey Pennington. co: -cif was
locked up. last night by icutenant
Thomas Potter of the polic • force on
the charge of maliciously itting an- 
Work of Erecting New Kind of Came of Well Known Farrii:y atother derby named Waite- Shannon Lamps Brought to Standstill Un- Savannah, Tenn.. but Could Notduring a fight last Saturda) night out til Reit:minder Arrive. Bear the World's Burdens.in Fisherville
iliCAHAN
r IS DELEGATE
CAPT. JAMES KOGER ATTENDa
NATIONAL RIVER AND
HARBOr' MEETING.
He Is Selecte, Representative
the President of the Tennessee
River Association-.
Capt. James Koger, yesterdsa re-
ceived word from the pre!idant r-f
the Tennessee River Impeovenseet as-
,ociation to the,effeet that the Pedei-
Galan had bee% chosen One of the
Tennessee Rive ,associar ion delegates
t,
al
i the Natio .River and Harbor
congers's. whk ' no ets at Whahing•
eon: D. C., December 6 and 7.
-Capt. Kroger is one oft the prinie
movers in work looking toward im-
proving the Tennessee river with an
unbroken chain of locks and dams, 1. -
a navigable stage of water can he giv-
en the year around along that v ater-
way He attended the annual gath.r-
ing of the association several weeks
ago, and has always taken a le-tiling
part, with much resultant good
The delegates to the national gath-
er tig comprise prominent men from
the different river association' the
country over They all gather to dis-
cuss plans and ways apf securing fed•
teal legislatititi. appriopeoationa ald
prosecution of the work.
Capt )(niter will leave 101111c time
the middle of ntwateli to attend the
Washingtoo sersMai
Success equals dreams plus energy
MISERABLE
ABOUT FORTY NEW ONES DAISY HERVILL COMMITTED aWERE SMASHED DURING SUICIDE BY TAKING CAR-TRANSIT HERE. BOLIC ACID.
by raising the license and confining Pennington. during the scrap. pulled
the saloons to the central busin-ss a sharp knife and split Shannon's left
district. where they could be closely ear, then drawing the blade towards
looked after by the police. It urged the front, laid the flesh Isick across
it as a means of limiting the infitt. the jaw and around to center of the
ence of the saloon in politica, and of. chin. Pennington heard 1 warrant
putting a'check to most of the crime a• "tit for him and coming to the
in that city. 1•211. surrendered last ever;na. saying
•By a vote of IQ to 4 the council ol he dit tlic cutting in self eefense.
that city has put 112 saNeins out of
business. This was done by passing Mule an4 Wage-. Vaud.
an ordinance confining the 'ale of %V. M. Fowler. farmer of • Sbaere
liquor to a certain prescribed district s'•"(13Y recovered his torse and
in the business section of the city. The vo•stou from !he Clara- livery stable on
ordinance provides for the revre-a- South-Third aver!. Satneday Fowler
came here in the outfit, left it intient of the license of all saloons out
side of this limit, refunding to the charge of his negro man. Eph Young
the house of a friend.
ind wetit ,proprietors the unearned tiortion to Cairo. Young started'
their license fees. There are tta I home. :.rt while on Barnet street
loons outside the preset-lied district wooed in
WhenWhat has been *done in Nashville he came out. the horse and
will be 'done everywhere e:se in the
country if the saloons do not cease
their activity in politics. Segrega-
tion .16%11 come first and annihilation
next, if the first remedy doe., not ef-
fect a cure of the evils of which
there is now such serious complaint
KILLED IN WRECK.
J. B. Davis,: Brother of Capt Brinton
Davis, Meets Death on Iron
Mountain.
Last Friday, in a wreck" on the
Iron Mountain railroad. Mr. J. B
Davis, a brother of Capt. Brinton B
Itavia, the architect. was so badly. in-
jured that his death resulted.
The particulars of the disastee ace
lacking. Mr. Davis was under the
wreck an hour before he was discov-
ered. Capt. Day-is, on being notified
of the accident, left Louisville at once
for his borther's side, who, however
died before he reached there. Sunday
Capt. Davis was in St. Louis with
the remains, en route to the old home
in Mississippi, where the body is-to he
buried in the family burying grOund
beside those of his ancestors. ,•
In returning to Louisville CapsDa-
vis will stop over in Paducah 1/4  a
few hours.
NO CLEW TO STRANGLER
Mystery Surrounding Death of Dona
Gilman Great as Ever.
Dayton. 0.. Nov. 26.*---The body of
pretty Dona Gilman, who was mur-
dered Tuesday evening, was buried
at Germantown this afternoon. Dur-
ing the absence of the family at the
feneral the Gilman home was thor-
°toddy searched by Coroner Kline
and detectives. It is the belief now
that .the girl waa not killed at the
spot where the body was found, but
that she ' ivas strangled. to death at
some other place and !Its body taken
to the common. lief pocketbook and
a library book she was seen reading
the car have not. been found.
vehicle was none. Someone found it
nanderhtg the streets and turned it
l oser to the liveryman. front whom
I Fouler St C [Wed it. For a while it was
thought siatiroae had so den the out-
fit.
Enamel Office Robbed.
Sunday mornifig the o ,v of the
American Express corn, iny in the
depot at Eddyville was aroken into
and robbed of a clock, co' rcoat, shot-
gun pistol and 37 cents. X glass was




Tilk ie. NO\ 16.—It is rumored that
the judges to whom the question was
submitted have reported in lam' of
municipal ownership of the street rail-
ways in this city. A special Investiga-
ting committee has also reported in
favor of the project and u the c;Or
council has approved it there ts quite
a probability that municipal owner-hip
will become an established fact.
—Mr. Irvin S. Cobb. the brilliant
young writer of Paducah. has signed
another year's contract with the New
York World, turning down several
I ondon offers.
—Mr. Charles E. Jennings and
family have moved from their sum-
mer home in Arcadia ti the resi-
dence of. Mr. J. K. Bondurant of
North sixth street for the winter
pt rid.
---Tom Green, driver of the city
garbage wagon found 1 very valu-
able pearl in a mussel-shell he found
beside the river at' foot of Clay
streets
The first typewriteir patent was
token out in 5714.
Swedish Nfethociists are to erect a
I DM $50400 • theological seminar at
'Evanston, Ill. A
Ikork of erecting the new street Yesterday afternoon there was con-lights has been brought to a close signed to the grave in Oak Grove-for a few idays, pendtng arrival of cemetery the remains of Daisy Her-about ao gibs globes that had to be till, aged to years, who committedordered bp the General Electric two- suicide Sunday morning at the J. J.pie from some of the glass factories Buckley reskience in ;to Clay street.up East Until these arrive the old while she took carbolic acid. Thearc- will continue to burn upon two girl was an unfortunate one who hadcircuits. one cover-nu theUnion depot led a had life, hut I roe* t'-e redportion of the city. aml other cover- light district on %aro Court -treeting that territory for blocks around where she was known s. "Roily."Seventh Eighth and Sixth. on Trim- —Two weeks ago the girl went to theble street Buckley home and asked oi he rentedWhen the eons:onment Iii new elec- a room saying she was ill and with-trical machisiery and arc lights out a friend in the world. She wasreached this city two weeks ago from given one and since at,,n haft been
the General Electric people of Cincin- ill with malarial (core Sunday nightnati. it Was fOtir'd that about forty she had a bottle of carbolic acid sentof the glass globes had been broken 
Seventh
rlrmes anit  ciheDa;o7treelrsi.Iffelaim'forinfre 'ha:during Minsk. New ones to take 
 
their places were immediately ordered wanted it for a wash Sunday morn-and the electrician, then commenced ing at tolo "clock the colored houseputting tip the tfio good ones arriving girl. Jessie Reeves. noticed the Her-hoping that by time they were all girl sitting upon the side oferected that there wioilal he here the bed. crying. Shortly the latter walked •ao to replace the broken ones all to the telephone called up her sweet-the others are imp now and the men heart and told him she intended carry-are daily -napecting the remainder ing out her threat made the night be-which will be put in position immeil- fore. The girl stepped hack in heriately on their receipt room, gulped down the acid which
Was in a ttiner, walked across'. the-PLANTER KILLS hall to the ri4n of Mr Buckley andSCHOOL TEACHER &poet' close to him a piece of paperProf. J. G. Wright Shot to Death in that afterwards proved to be a note toChristian County, Ky., By her lover. The girl then went back
to her room, laid on the bed,, and
o as there found shortly afteroard%
uncorociouo Deo Earle, Grave. and'
Freeland were summoned, and did all'
possible for her. hut she died with-
out regaining her Acmes, at oras
o'clock.
The girl ,,was to years of age and
,came here two years ago from near
Savannah. Tenn. where lives her
mother. %titers and brother:, t her,
compos rig. a well known family. She
was quite prepossessing. The body
was moved to the Matti! St F.finger
undertaking establishment where the
coroner held an inquest yesterday
ut
cured his shotgun, and as he stepped nsumriidoend g. withthivecradrics3tolibeeinagcid that shero Wright fired a second time and 
ie




a I The girl lived at toot South Eighth--The fine bird dog stolen several before moving to Clay street.weeks ago from Dr. James Nagel has
returned home. Someone hunted her —Miss Mabel Albritton and Mr.hard all the time, and tiring. releas- EarlCTooropieri., osf„Bdeayntoan d ewlnepredinatr!eel the animal. Paris,
fie d.
—The Colored Home of the Friend




f Roikeyc Pomi:moiaisnsloto therColored. 625 South Ninth street.
a medal. Pitman is the PaducahThe man who falls quickest in iove blacksmith who grabbed a mad dogwith the violet is generally the one by the leg on South Third street, inthat growled the loudest when the this dity several weeks ago, andshowers fell that made the violet oco- struck the 'anima) s hlbw against the''stone curb and killed it.
George Putman.
Hopkinsville. Ky., Nov. ,—Prof
J C, Wright, one of the • foremost
school teachers of this county. was
'hot land instantly killed Saturday
night by George Putman. a promi-
nent planter. at the latter's home in
North Christian comity. Only one
side of the ease has been reptrted
here, this being Putman's story: He
claims that Wright had been drinking
and rode up to his gate and called him
out. atd when he stepped mu into the
yard \Wight fired at him whit a shot-
min. The shot missed. and Putman


































The Shoes for the Fam-
ily, the Boys' and Men's
Coats. Furs, Skirts,
Suits, Waists. the Un-
derwear and Hoisery,
the Dress Goods, the
Staple Dry Goods, the
Belts. Bags. Purses. the
Millinery, the Books.
Stationery and Music,
the Floor Oil Cloths
and Carpets
tt
',114 sgiving Week at
Harbour's Big Department Store
THANKS THAT WE KNOW TO 111H`OM TO GIVE THANES—TO OUR ALLWISE BENEFACTOR. THANKS TO THE GENEROUS
PUBLIC. THANKS THAT WE OW V A GREAT STOCK OF GOODS IN EACH ?::tilk OUR ELEVEN GREAT DEPARTMENTS TO OF-
FER TO THE PUBLIC THE COMM° WAR,IL AT SPECIAL THANKSGIVING BARGAIN PRICES.THIS SALE CONCERNS EVERY
MEMBER OF THE FAMILY. IMPORTANT! May! BECAUSE IT MM. EXTRAORDINARY BUYING OPPORTUNITIES IN EVERY
ONE OF OUR BIG DEPARTMENTS; A CHANCE TO SAVE MOVE MONEY THAN ANY WEEKBEFORE DURING OUR GREAT
NOVEMBER SALE.
THIS STORE WILL BE
OPEN ON THANKSGIVING
DAY UNTIL 12 O'CLOCK
NOON.
PRETTY MILLINERY.
Much variety and beauty, qualities
that fascinate, prices that please. We
have been selling untrimmed hats so
fast that it does sornetittre crowd us
wonderfully to get them out on time,
but we keep our promises. Many ex-
ceptional values in French Felts and
Velvet Hats have been provided for
rext week's selling.
DRESS GOODS HERE AT BAR-
GAIN PRICES.
New arrivals are keeping our as-
sortments right up to the opening of
the season.
Fancy gray mixed suiting., gyc •
yard, made to sell at $1.25.
All Wool Slack Panama Cloth
6gc a yard, made to sell at $1•25.
Fancy Plaids, gay colors, glic and
gr.s5 a' yard. made to sell at $1.50 and
$1-75-
, Were expecting a case of so bolts
cf Dress Goods made to sell at 35c
to rac a yard, which we will put on
sale at 1854 to rac a yard as soon as
it arrives.
Fancy check suitings. stylish gray
effects at 37the a yard to 48C, Made
to sell at soc to 65c.
WOMEN'S LONG COATS.
Many new arrivals. Here is the
story: We found a manufacturer anx-
ious to sell us three hundred coats
at bargain prices for cailh .,,We took
the lot. We will pass ' tisgse long
coat bargains (milk á those who
come after them OA week.
At $2.98. at $3.60, at $3.98. at $4-50,
at $5. at $6.50, at $6.go, at $7.50, at
Viso, at ,19.5o, at ro, at $12.50, at $13,-
50, at $r& at Ilia at $22.
A Bit PURCHASE OF NEW
SKIRTS
Not here, but will te here this
week. If they look as good to you
as they did to our buyer, you'll be
delighted with both the skirts and
the prices.
FURS TO BEAT THE BAND.
But we won't ea you much about
Furs until after Thanksgiving.
NEW SILK WAISTS Al THANKS
GIVING BARGAIN PRICES.
The astonishing thing to us in
waistdorn is that manufacturers have
been 6o days in filling our orders, so
many firms begging for :ilk waists
and offering higher pries is the rea-
son. But our waists are nearly all
here now. We have got to crowd go
days silk waist selling into about 3o
days, so we start this wee : by rnak-
ing Thanksgiving bargain prices as
follows, at $2.35. at $2.98, at $3.25, at
$3.41 and $3.85 each that ought to
Gring us $5.
SHOES _
Seventeen thousand pairs of Shoes
awaits your coming. They're all bar-
gains at our prices. You save a
fourth to a third of the price they
cught to bring.
A great stock of men's shoes
worth from $1.5o to $5, all at special
prices.
A great stock of women's shoes
worth from Si.as to $4, all at spec-
ial price.
OUR CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.
Teeming with good things. Our
clothing department is full of them.





OhRD OF HEALTH THINKS
THIS WILL HELP HEALTH
CONDITIONS.
•
ary Inspectors Directed to Con-
tinue At Their Work. and Not
Stop December i st.
Dr C. II Brothers. [Jr. J. (%*
oaks. Dr. if. P. Sights and Dr. W
Graves of the city board of healtts
et last evening at the mayor's office
discussed matters pertaining to
sanitation of the city
The board is of the opinion that the
tters of the city should be flushed
e often with water thrown into.
em by hose with force sufficient to'
use the unhealthy aecumrnulations:
o Ito« away In working along this.
the body selected a committee
lit. Brooks and another member,
notelet James P Sleeth, to look into
e matter and recommend how often
ey think the gutters should be
sashed. in some of the uneven gut-I
re al to residence portion of the,
y water stands in them for months
'roves greatly detrimental to the
th. If arrangement: can be made
board will employ a man to do
hing but go around over the city
h a short piece of fire hose, at-
it to the fire hydrants and wash
the
lot/Tb hat night directed e
city sanitary inspectors to con-
tie at their work constantly. The
neil two weeks ago ordered that
services of the inspectors be dis-
tinned the first of next moo* hot
aldermen refused to ratify this
ncilmanic instruction, and to be
erse decided that the inspectors be
oyed the year around. Pursuant
this the hoard of health directed
inspectors not to quit their work
ember ist. The city legislative
rd• ntend making the positions of
tors permanent ones, the oc-




Regular Meeting Held This
Evening—Knights Templar
Meet.
his evening the McCracken Conn-
Medical Scielety meets with Dull
th and Young of South Sixth
r Broadway. "Bones of the
d" will he lectureebn by Dr. H.
Smith, while "Injuries To The
lp and Cranium" will 1?e lectured
by Dr. J. G. Brooks. One week
tonight the annual election of
era occurs.
e Knights Templar meet this
noon at 4 o'clock at the Prater-
. Wilding, confer degrees until 6
oeir, when supper will be served
lodgeroom by the Eastern
ladies. immediately afterwards
knights restune their work.
elicit capital Aunk :n Russian in-
ies amounts to $133,34o.000.
Ir. and Mrs. Joseph• D. Sowers
a fine boy baby' at their apart-
over - their. Jewelry store on
ay .near Third street. The
frflu w arrived- Sunday night.
OLD LADY GETS :MULE NOTICED STEAM ESCAPES WHERE IS
ANOTHER TERM A BROTHER ON PAVEMENTS THIS BABY?
MRS SWEENEY-SENT BACK TO
JAIL FOR FIFTY DAYS
THIS TIME.
0
The Breach of Ordinance Charge Was
Dismissed Against Gus Katter-
john—Police Cart.
Mrs. Sweeney yesterday morning at
the police court was given fifty days
in the county jail for disorderly con-
duct on the streets while drunk
Henry Steward and Day Winston
sere each tined Sao and costs on the
charge of disorderly conduct, while
Les Perkins was given a confine:aloe
of his participation in the matter.
There was dismissed the breach of
ordinance charge against Gus Kotler-
John, who was charged with permit-
ting dirt to fall out of his wagon up-
on the public streets.
John Smith wags fined $a and costs
for being drunk and disorderly, and
the penalty was then suspended pend-
ing his good behavior.
Rufe Robertson. Harry Lee and
Will Wilkins were each fined $to and
costs for disorderly conduct.
Clark Wallace was fined $oo and
costs, while Jiro Fagin was dismissed
both of breach of the peace charges
Henry Reynold!' was given a con-
tinuance of the warrant charging him
with breach of the peace.
Melvira Pendergast was fined $ra
and costs, and H. A. Nichols $5rjo and
costs, they having been living in :Irbil-
tery. She is the wife of the killnd
man of Missouri who came here and
warranted the plir.•
James BroWn was fined $15 for be
ing drunk and disorderly.
Ben Satterfield, colored, was given
a thirty-day sentence for vagrancy.
Herbert Jackson was fined 'vs for
breach of the peace. -
Arthur Paschal was given a at° :o-
teasment for a breach of the peace
WITH' THE AILING
Colonel Joseph E. Potter Able to Be
. - Out Again—Other Sick.
Colonel Joseph E. Potter yesterday
was able to he out for tlie• first time
in the past week, during whieh period
he was confined at hi..• home on
North Fourth as result of a 'very
Nod chill.
Mr. T. J. Wood of 612 South Third
street has suffered a relapse with a
atoll of malarial fever.
Word from Mr. John Porteous,
who is in Wyoming, announces that
his health is getting lxoter every
4a3'•
OFFERS $ro,000 FOR CURE
Iowa Doctor Insists There is No Rem
edy for Tuberculosis.
1:ort Dodge. fa.. No, -26.—Dr.
Kline of this city, a well known au-
thority on tuberculosis, has offered
Sto,000 for sirotif that thert is a
drug that will cure tuberculosis. The
ofter is the result of a warm argu-
ment amng physicians over the
state that there- is. I. Klims has
taken the- stand that there is none,
and he is equally emphatic that there
is 4to climate, system of feeding,
plait of exercise or amount of rest
*lite,' will ars the dread disease.
PROVED TO BE REFLECTION
OF HIMSELF IN BIG
MIRROR.
COLUMBIA PEOPLE OF ME- CHICAGO EXAMINER PUB-
CHANICSBURG MUST RE- Lf9HES THAT PADUCAH
ARRANGE PIPE. HAS FREAK.
Beast Got Loose front Hitching Post Contractor Bridges Served With No- The Birth of the Child Is Not Gen.
and Marched Right in Gz.rdner's tice to Put Kentucky Avenue A eraily known Outside the In-
Furniture House. in Better Shape. formed Circle.
So stranger's mule last afternoon
in a I violent form tried to imitate
nais
the "s unt" put on ten days ago byl
Fritz Metzger's horse when the lat-
ter crashed through the front doors of
the First National bank at Third and
Itroadsay. and took possession of the
financial institution for few asommith
This mule of yesterday was hitched
to a telephone post in front of Gar-
ner Bros. furniture establishment on
South Third near Kentucky avenue
The mule thought he would walk
around and around the pole, every
time doing this the hitching rein grad-
ually encircled the post. until the
beast had it drawn so taut his mouth
oas right up to the pole There being
no slid( for him to continue his an•
tics, this maddened the beast which
gave a jerk and broke loose. Right
inside the furniture door was a great
big mirror, that reflected the mule's
image, but the animal thinning it was
another of the four-legged race
marched in the building and walking
up to the mirror, butted it hard with
his head. He then came to a stand-
still, and thinking the mule in the
glass had butted him, the live one
reared back as if he intended plung-
ing forward, when some of the at-
taches noticed him and caught the
beast before the mirror was broken.
The mule was then led out of the
house without any harm being done.
SHERIFFS HOME.
Mr. Ogilvie Sold It Yesterday to Mr
Chap Burnley of the County.
Sheriff John Ogilvie yesterday
morning sold his home and farm
several miles beyond Arcadia, to Mr.
Chap Burnley for $3,000. Mr. Ogilvie
does not yet know whether he will
buy a place just beyond Wallace park
and live there, or whether he will pur-
chase a residence in the city.
Men would pro




The world never yet applauded a
man without mixing in a little c in-
&lunation.
lhe police department will today
serve upon the Columbia Manufactur-
ing people of Mechan!csburg legal
notice left with the patrolman yes-
terday by 9treet Inspector Alonzo
Elliott. and which notice is to effect
that the Columbia people will have
to either re-arrange their pipe
through which steam eicapes, or be
warranted.
The pipping carrying off the sur-
plus steam from the engine .room and
boiler department at the mill pro-
trudes through the buildiog upon the
sidewalk. As the engines exhaust the
steam squrts out clear across the
oavement and out into the street.
Anyone passing that way has to walk
clear around the end of the pipe, or
be scalded while passing through the
stelm.
Put In Good Shape.
The police yesterday served upon
Contr..ctor ttildges the legal notice
issued by the street inspector and
city engineer, to effect that the con-
tractor imist put in better shape.
Kentucky avenue between Ninth and
Tenth streets, where Lridges tore
uo the thoroughfare to put down the
new sanitary and storm sewers. The
Plling-in work lel many bad places
no the surface, where the excavations
ly marked on its forehead The ch.••:
belongs to Pearl Franklin and her
home has been the mecca of supersti-
tious and curious colored people since
the child was bbrn. Those who be-
lieve in signs have been trying to find
two words of which the birthmark
might be the initials that would con-
vey •orne niebbage to the world."
Either some local correspordent has
dug up something no other knows
anything about, or the Chicago Ex-
aminer is mistaken about the place of
occurrence, according to the following
article that waa clipped from that
paper of yesterday. No one has been
run across that knows anything of the
supposed freak. and if it really exists
only the select circle is cognizant
of it.
The story pabl.shed is a: follow: mEmoRy is moNEy
"Paducah. Ky. airriv. 25.—A remark
able phenomenon is vouched for b)
several people who have seen a col-
ored babe just horn at ow Clay





Prevents and sures chapped row%
skin. Makes the skio soft, smooth
tine white. Removes all blemishes
caused by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson Sta
U. S. PRINTING SHOP TO
BE PROBED BY ,CONGRESS
House Bills Said to Have Been De-
layed by Federal Publisher.
Wasliington. Nov 26••—The first
real investigattim at th new session
of congress will be that for the govwere made for the ses:erage, and
row about this great government 
they will have to be pat in better first 
shape.shape.
stitution occurred when at the close
BOY'S LEG WAS BITTEN OFF of congress, the work was so NOW"
by reason of orders and counter-
manding orders that sme bills nearly
went wrong and Senator Hale
thought that the affair ought to be
investigated. Since the affifir of the
delay, Public Printer F. A. Stillings
has been in constant trouble with the
employes and especially in the bind-
ery department.- Lately the union.
which is a large influential organiz-
ed body, came out plaioly and said
that the whole institution ought to he
'inquired into. There is no question
that t w•11 be done wth or wthout
Wolf Attacked Lad of 12 Years'—Ana.
mars Head Was Crushed With
Blow of Blacksmith's Fist.
SsISIENSIS
Greentiale, S. C., Nov. ao.—.‘ wolf
attacked Luther Rogers aged 12, to-
day, and bit his right leg almost oft
Abe Simpson a giant negro black-
smith, rushed to the boy's assistvle•-:
and crushed the skull of the beast
with a blow of his fist. The animal '-
Had broken his 'chain ansi, dashed I
through the streets, causing a panic
among the pedestrians. the assent of the public printer.
I Stillings today has made a virtue of Lazarus could have added to t\e
To get even with the wrong-doer necessity and agreed to an investiga- punishment of Dives if he had called
you must drop to his level. l0fl. . down to him. "I told you so."
You are hereby respectfully notified
that the last half of your City Tax
Bill is now due.
This friendly reminder is to guard
you against forgetfulness, and rnay_
oive you a Ten Per Cent penalty.
You are cordially invited to the
city treasurer's office at your ear!iest
convenience, that you may avoid the




New is the time to get a bottle oi
BOTH CLOCKS BAD
City Hall Clock Dark of Nights, and
Other Clock way Behind Time.
Somethhig is the matter with both
the city clocks, that in the tower
of the City Hall being in darkness
of nighttime ever since Saturday
night, while the First Baptist chereit
steeple clock has been running aa
hour behind time for si.veral days.
The official clock repairer will get
busy on them today.
The happiest men are the ones that
14, not stop to think whether they are
happy or not.
Now is the time for you to fill yout c "al hcrise.
•
B?sif Kentucky ana t1llinois Coal
Lump 12c, Nut 1 lc
Also dealer. ir LIME an CEMENT- Agent fi Whitehall and
Agatite7iCement. "KING OF CEMENT,"
Phones:' Ola
II Al, Cunningham,







We rcommend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
sOitening . application . for
chapped or cracked skin or lips.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or










CC2t1SC it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by




HiEhest Prices Paid for Second-Held
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bay anything and sell everylidag.
s Court- Street. Old Phase
:34A.
Clem Fransiola
140VING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
DR. HOYER
Room 2o9 Fraternity Building.
Offiee 'phone Old 33t R. Residence
;hone old 464.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
306 S'vray. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion:
'St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
company—the cheapest and bet
excursion oat of Paducah.
s8inn For the Round Trip toUU Tennessee river & refer'
It is a trip of pleasure, comics'
-and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. •
For other information apply to Jas
Roger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
Or. Childress
EYE, BAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
"Alice and Residence, Rooms 3 mill
Cllarnhla
• , _ MONO odlIlsediad•
Oesideere 296






eol Fr iternity Building.
Old Phone 4 Red; New Phone .
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY
DE. W C. 11101AMKS.
(Hc neopatirlst )
...1•11111=.11•=••




Office with Di. Rivers & Rivers, zaP
North Fifth, B(..11 Phones 355.
Resisienoe 1041 (Ia. thei Phone tho




Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phases 31.
Rooms a, a and 3 Register Scud.
'1i. 523 1-2 Broadway.
DR. R. F. HEARN!'
BROOICHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
OLIVER. OLIVER & scosizoon
LAWYERS
OFfICES Bentou, Ky., rear banl
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room :14 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone gsa. Old 'Phase. 4114
1. T LIGHTFOOT.
LAWYER




Rooms s and 6 Register Bstildine






J. C Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYCRIL
Rooms so, it and ta, C•leasota Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
H.T.Rivers,M. D.











Round trip to SVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage Is.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth include,..
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, perky
of five or over $1.30 each, without
meals; Sew* with amis.
Good music on all the boats. For
urt her particulars see
21111,11APS WHICH HA.VB HAB.RBD
HIS BZIGN.
Thousands of Poor Subjects Orasked
to Death on Day of Corona,-
tion—Yay a PateCul
Month.
It has been suggested that Nicholas
II., csar of all the Russia', is the eas.
luckiest of living sea. One would
have no ditneuity La Showing at least
that the mar has had more miaishanqk
than aay Mbar neonate& on • throttle.
His first naishso was that which
prophetically came to him In Japan.
He was touring Europe and Asia in
101 with Prince George of Groom
At Oneu, Japan, although he had had
splended satertainnient from the
sellealks. thew was • kallas maw.
NOM to lismia, and a Javanese dray
a sword to kill him, when Priam
George thrust it aalde.
But what he was preserved for wee
to turn later the ihot sod of the Si-
berian railway at the eastern and;
end for the dignity—which he In as
measore desired, but shrank from—of
Ike crown which came to him soon
after by town of the death of his
tether, Alder it LAVaelia.
This stash occurred Iidisg—e
Moth matte' be itlehelas IL It um
to Ma that he was bora. IT rem W.
dM not west at IN to emie the
dean of 119.000.0N people. Zs had
Shan detested °Seal l and the
bangle of ooartters. Bat the duties
and ruipasetbilition it asigliPagy fell
apes bba.
Mrs bogus badly. Oa the mead= of
his coronation thotaiands of his poor-
er webjects were crashed to death on
udynakot Plain. 0. that Dials
lame what many regarded am the fatal
widows* at the ill luck which pursues
and makes his life woeful. Jost bo-
lero his accession be had become be-
trothed to the Princess All: of He.
This, too, was outside his reckoning.
Gossip had It that he didn't want to
marry a German princess and that the
Princess Helene d'Orleans, daughter of
the Comte de Parts was very muds
admired by him
ill luck seemed to pursue him in hi.
married life. For a time It seemed
as though his wife would bear him
nothing but daugblers and no heir to
the throne. In 1,65 she gave birth tc
the girl christened Olga; two years
after to the one named Tallana; two
years later to Marie, than in 1101 tc
•nata.sia
Meantime the czar and the people
and the czarina herself were (limp-
. pointed. In August last year the czar-
? Ina bore another child—and it was a
boy. So his luck in this respect may
be said to have turned.
However much a liberal at heart, the
best amounts agree that the mar took
up hie inherited authority first with:,
dlitams, sad thou with the firm pur-
pose of continuing his father's poli-
cies. He kept his father's collimation,
and declared he would uphold the prtn-
style of autocracy
His ill lock interfered here, too. Po-
hiodonostseff was obliged to retire. Mo-
ravia was taken from him by sudden
death. M. de Pietro', his baleful minis-
ter of the interior, a Muscovite grand
whew, wee destroyed by a bomb. His
host beloved uncle, the Grand Duke Ber-
gin', was blown to pieces by a bomb.
Hie governor of Finland was struck
down.
Death bee threatened his own peruses
Buy times In Italy. in lea a was
lamed Comets was apprehended In time
to spoil a plot of assassination.
An anarchist obtained admimeon
to a stabs reception at the pal-
ace of Tearskoe-8010 in the oaf-
form of a superior °doer of the gen-
darmerie and was discovered, with
bombs in his pockets. just in time. •
girl student, Mlle. Merezhevsky, was
frustrated in an attempt to kill him at
the spring review in 1904.
When, last Jaduary, with his court
the czar was ending the ceremony of
biassing the water of the river Neva.
a shrapnel from a battery which was
Bring a salute exploded near the royal
pavilion, killing one man and wound-
ing others.
He completed the Siberian railway,
as his father desired. in order to con-
solidate Russian power in Asia and
extend the Russian traie. industry
commerce. But this railway was one
of the causes that brought about the
unlucky war with Japan.
The ineffectiveness of his numerous
reforms and attempts at conciliation—
annulments of peasants' indebtedness,
openings of altars of the Old Faith to
undisturbed worship, decrees of religi-
ous freedom to all, concessions to the
Jew abolitions of Bogging and Si-
berian exile—the failure of these bene-
fits to pacify his country might well be
*scribal to the sinister element which
moms to inhere in all his underts.k-
lags
Then there are all the eisasters at
the war with Japan and the massacres
Iii various parts of the empire to be
eonsidered in an account of the rats-
shanties that have attended his reign.
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent I
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Paus
ABM Min
In Paris the average price of
mo: 
put;




Is Done in Private and Not Paraded
Before the Eyes of the
Public.
In Japan people who have suffered
a berealement not only do not put on
mourning, but after the blow has
fallen they make their next appear
Knee with a smile upon their faces,
as if nothing had happened. Accord-
hag to Lamont) Hearn, this is not
In the smallest sense an evidence of
Indifference. The Jaeanese, he die
hares, suffer as keenly from a be-
reavement as any other people. The ,
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other pools.
To betray feelings of sorrow to to af-
flict those about us. The oleo er
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
Impossible for a courteous person to
wear it. Bo reason the Jalleneee. In
order that no thought of path shall
peas from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears Ues aspect of eon-
t1114, elila though his heart la
breaking.
Our own practice is quite the re
verse. It %maiden the sufferer, not
his friends. In seeder that not only
may all know that he Is in sorrow,
but that some drop of that sorrow
may pass from trim to those about him,
the bereaved person wain black The
damn purpose of wearing mourning
is not, we may be assured, to make
en ostentation of grief. as Dome op
pumas of the practice have thought-
lessly assuziod. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the alialmoe re
marks of those who are ignomat of
his affliction. It is worn that they
may know, and avoid questions ter
blundering observations that may
wooed him Hut even in this wortbier
sal. we batieve, truer view of the
purpose of mourning sonbieses, the
person whose comfort Is considered as
the sufferer The many are called
upon to share In his we. to some as-
cent. The emblem is the token of their
compassion, not the embezzlement of
his grief.
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
Freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of eke American Gov-
ernment
For the third, and, let us hope, for the
last time, a study of the Panama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private ouzo-
pany that can be organized. For the
outla,y made by the American govern-
ment actual property or a full eq ut‘a.eat
in work Das been obtained, and no un-
aocessary capita. of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise By the ces-
sion to the A MC' ICAII government y the
sew Republic of Panama of • ip of
territory tea miles wide from ocean to
ocean, in perpetuity, all question of •
concession life is permanently removed;
and. finally, inasmuch as the Americas
government will not have to consider
canal from the point of view of returning
• large profit on an investment. tad as
It CAD obtain the necessary funds alas
Interest charge certainly one bait of
what would have to be paid by a private
organization, it is obvious that plans CAA
be considered that will involve • much
Larger capital investment, and that will
require more time for completion. In
short, the American government is free
from ordinary limitations Therefore
the question before the government and
ha advisers is: What is the best type
of canal to coastructe and how about/tit
I. coastrueted?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Te.lasosaa %Sign'''. Very Clearly Rio
lash of Peeling Against
Indiana.
Is i northers California tows a sap
posed murder has been committed, re
kites leipptocott's Magazine
The half-breed wife of an Indian
bad died. as the husband WA trim
sataral arnans, and was buried with-
eat the areal formalities being Bret
ourplied with. After a lame of two
weeks the body was disinterred by the
authorities. at the instance of • par-
Ocular enemy of the accused. and
Marks of violence, as the informer
stated, were found upon the de-
essead.
The preesecuting attorney was exam.
loins the talesman to ascertain if say
of them were prejudiced against Indi-
ans
Talesmae Taylor was upon the Mead
undergoing a rather stiff cross-cum-
"Did an Indian do you or your I:sm-
ile any harm at any timer asked ths
prosecutor.
"No," replied Taylor.
'Did you or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with an In-
dian r
"No." replied Taylor. "except that
ray wife's mother was killed by an
ladiaa."
Good Advice.
Illagistrato—So jou want to get •
separation from your wife Where
the matter with her?
Applicant--She behaves most brutal-
ly toward me- She treats me like a
deframad wake mo Into a bonaafraidoloy good man, I can de
nothing for you. You'd hotter se to
the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Aninals."—Jugend.
Not Pretty Then.
"Hateful thing, elle Is!" enrelalmed
Miss Pretty, angrily. vie glad Ile
sot se mean as she is. I'm as am*
above her as—"
"Tut! tut!" Interrupted bier Sias%
remember that rosebud mio2.2
enure eea3PS to be a rbo
11110640,_
=GIS ustasesuguamassususousuous
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H °NEST
PAWNBROKER






OF FINE PICTURES AND
PICTURE MOULDING
WE WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN SHOWING YOU svaRrrasch
IN STOCK. WE ARE READQUARTES FOR IMPLY MOM
FOR NEARLY EVERY GRADE AND STYLE OF PICTURE
MOULDING MANUFACTURED, AND OUR PATTERNS ARE *T
THE ONES THAT BELONG TO BARGAIN SALES ALTHOUGH VI
ARE MAKING BARGAIN PRICES ON THEM. OUR ASSIVIT-
KENT OF PICTURE MOULDING III SO EXTENSIVE TEAT
YOU WILL NOT BE CONFINED TO A FEW PATTERNS FROM
WHICH TO SELECT. THE DESIGNS ARE EXCLUSIVE, A*
THE COLORINGS HARMONIZE PERFECTLY. WE WILL TAW
PLEASURE IN TELLING YOU WHICH SHADE OF MOULDING
WILL HARMONIZE BEST WITH YOUR PICTURES.
JUST RECEIVED, NEW AND ORIGINAL PICTURES IN
PASTELS, WATER COLORS AND BURNT ETCHINGS BE Farr
TO MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS, AS THERE IS ONLY ONE 07 A
KIND.
THE PRICES OF OUR PICTURE MOULDINGS, FOR
FRAMES, ANY STYLE AND COLOR RANGE FROM 5 CENTS TOR
FOOT UP TO 75 CENTS PER FOOT. PICTURES FOR ss CEN1111
so CENTS es CENTS Bram Silo AND UP.
316 BROAD WAY




Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 72e,
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of Your house. illasallase Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures m ak e
heathy bath rooms, are sanitary an,i
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making hath room lin-
prosrements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attemion no
matter how small or how large your joh.
E. D. HANNAN.
Both none, sot ......4132 It. 4tk. I
 AIM. 
C. MANNING SEARS, MI.'




We have enlarged our business and
are. prepared to turn out more and
bett*. grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
329 South Third St




Will trot scintifically with the lat-
est improved interuments and up to
date treatment all diseases of doom-
kated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT-
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.





Sail al 'awe WAX 2-7" " •


























ZW/ RAILROAD TIME TABLE
D KAY 30, 19,6.
SWAIM BOUM
ve Ciatissati , 
e Led's:inId














Hainseasi ...... . ....., 4:55 9.01-
111411Cak . 6:to p.m.
Ps*rah . 635 p.m.. 
e Fulton  7:20 p.m
rye. tIsba. Ten*.  8216 p.m.










































NORTH BOUND MP* WA
ye New Orleans  7:to p.m
'are klevapiEs   0:45 a.m.
Leave Jackson, Team  8:07 *Jr'
eave Rivas 
ye Fulton  10:15 a.m.
rrive Paducah    11410
Leave Padasoah  It:29 a.=
rive &metal  a:39 p.m.
Arrive Kopkinsville  62,5
Arrive Nashville  925 P.m.
.A rrive Evansville  345 P-m-
Arrive Nortmoviale  I:28 gm.
Arrive Central City  1:03 $.m.
Arrive Horse Brawls  3n6 g.sn.
Arrive Owenabovie  '455 p.m
"olive Louisville  3435 p.111.
'Arrive Cincinnati  9:13
No. 194 No. Iasi
9:13 amt.
8igo p.m.  
solo p.a.
:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m. 6:00 ILA%
1431.11. 7:4o cas.
I:48 a.m. 7:50
3;o3 a.m. 9:29 csn
5:20 a.m.
8:so am.  
945 1-11-
3 451 a.m. ssj5 1-81.
4:30 a.m. s1:30 a.ea
338 am. UNIS
8mo a.m. *4:5.3 9.
7:3e a.m. CU lus




















5.N•1ve Cbicago  
Pasvc Cabondale
'Ar rive Paducah  
i ars
OW wa-
fts Da  
111:40 a.m. 7:05 cm
3:35 p.m. liaso am.
askIRO-NASHIFILLK URN&
NOWT SOUND 1O1Z 1354135
ye Nashville „   8:io a.m.  
rave Hopkinevisle  II ars a.m. 640 a.m.
awe Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:45 a.m.rive Paducah 
Paducah
trio, Cairo  
vs St. Louis 
rrive Chicago 
4:13 P-111 9:15 LAE
6:15 p.m. 9:30 am.
745 p.m. 11:10 iLia.
7:sa L. 4130 p.m
6:30 am 9:30 PAR
•
SOUIPIII ROUND 1 as-lista I58-838ye Chicago  6:as p.m. 9.40 a.m.
cave St.Loots  9:41 p.m. 1:50 p.m
ye Cairo   610e a.m. .5:11 p.m. vsPasbesph    743 11.111. 7 40 P.m--ye Fedora  7:30 a.m. 3 .ro p.m.
Princeton  9:49 sun 445 P-m•'Arrive Hepkiarrille 6:to p.m.
. Arrive Nesbrilie 9:15 P-m-
41,08 .6
. •
Trains marked sinu daffy imeept Sunday. All other trams riesdaily Trains toe and r04 carry through sleepers beween C3aciaalbi.Memphis and New Orleans; ital.' rot and tee sleepers between L.vine. Memphis and New Orleaas. Trains ficti and 833 sleepers betweenPadscah and St Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago. For further iwiormatioss. address.
J. T. DONOVAN, agent. City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. K. PRATHER. Ticket Awn% Union Depot, Paducah. Ky.
F. W. HARLOW. D. P. A.. piiiitrrine. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memplita, Teas.
S. G. RATCH. G. P. A., Ma" MIL




Teachings Which Have Become Part
of the Practice in Leary
Household.
The work of the Countess ()yams
lead other Japanese women in organ
&zing the hospital service of Tokio and
the various societies for aiding the
Japanese army is distinguished for its
splendid spirit and its modern meth
od. Anyone who has watched and
! admired it., says Youth's Companion
will take up with amused wonder a ree
met book—the translation Of the pre-
septa of a Japanese sage, which for
IPmeraUons have been the foundation
of feminine training in Japan.
The book itself fa not now much
used, but its teachings have become a
part of the praatice of every Japanese
household.
"The worst infirmities that &fillet
Ito tamale." Sags the sage, Kaibara
rkken, "aro indooflity, slander, feel
ouay and stillness. These Infirmities
are found In seven ow debt out of
every tan women, and from them arise
the inferiority of women to Ma."
He boldly pats the doctrine of the
wile's obeeliesioe on an impregnable
ground "Suck is the stupidtty of
woman's character," he says, "that it
br incumbent on her in every partici.
tier to distrust herself and obey her
husband."
The system of rewards and punish,
meat for women extends over this life
and the life to come, and maintains anIngenious balance. "a woman must
look our her Iusband." says Kalbass.
"as if ha were heaven itself, and never
weary of thinking bow *he may yield
to her husband, and thus escape calm-
tial castioation."
Ealbars disapproves for worsts in
Magma Is the pleasures of toe the
star, ef musk, of wise, sad eves ef
tea. Curiously enough, he would not
hav• her very religious, and qua toi
• reason which no Cbriettan wlYuld be
likely to guess—a kind of conjugal
Sealougy og ktO&VOS! -rh• wite,•' he
pays, "nweR not enter Into an irrever
ant familiarity with the gods."
This is a highly oriental view of
woman's place In the scheme of things
Yet no one who knew* the best Jap-
aneee women can doubt that, whether
because of Kaltara's teaching. or in
spite of It, they are a lovely type of
gracious, trestle vigorous, loyal
achieving womanhood They may
have been slaves in the past hot theywere always charming slaves. Nowthat new Japan is setting them free.their liberty has not destroy ee theircharm, but enhanced it.
KNEW WHAT HE WANTED.
And It Wasn't Anything in the
Reading Line, But Some-
thing to Bat
With a bunch of Ottawa people whotook in the Topeka state fair theother day were a visiting stesienar)and an old gentleman who wee verydeaf, and who had never seen a billof fare used in a betel, relates theKansas City Journal.
Tbe preacher took occasion to Ms-tribute a variety of religious tracts:through the toadies, and the old gen
Mimes. eeing unable to take part inthe conversation, acquired a collectionof the literature and assiduoualfperused it throughout ties trip. Hi.was fairly well sated with religious
lore on arriving at his destination.
The first care of the hungry secure
*runlets on reaching the capital citywas to secure dinner, and they re-
paired In a body to one of the prise
pal hotels. The Old gentleman way
t,vioesly out of his class It was evi-
dent that he was a little bewilderedby the unfamiliar usages of a modernhotel, but he made his way with theotherm through the falr-thne press and
eectired a seat at one of the tables.
He appeared to be surprised as be
seated himself "'Pears eke we're
too eaoly—there ain't no vittles on the
table." he remarked to • companion.• • 10 As he didn't hear the reply it is un-
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
REAL ESTAT2h. 'WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM. EAStLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IFICTIRN
ICIINTUOKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FM TO EVERVIODY. SIND FOR IT.





Phone 133. 220 N. TUN 14,
Ikeeste410.01O41011LeitLeeeteOL-441104,~4011
viiiise in the Register and get results•
41' r:••••701XIMMIM
necessary to repeat it here.
"Order, sir," perfunctorily jerked tic
overworked waiter, pausing beh1ne
him and subneitting the printed menu.
His voice was inaudible to the man
with the auricular handicap, who con
temptuously waved the paper aeide.
Puzzled, the knight of the tray
passed on. and shortly had an app..ezing array of viands spread on boll
flanks and opposite to our friend se
unfortunately ignorant of the conven•lions.
To the sensation of hunger was addeel a growing measuee of wrath as the
eld man noted the astonishing etc'
that everybody in the room but him.
self appeared to he supplied with food
He began to glare, and, his condltios
Leing suddenly discovered by the head
waiter, that functionary struck th:
fag of dignity Newt hastened to per-
sonally attend to the neglected guest.
"Your order, sire".
And again a bill of fare was thrust
tefoie the exaseernted eld gentleman
The latter grasped it and tore it up
Then he roared:
"Blast your infernal tract! I don't
want to read; I want soneethtng toI sit!"
Got Back at Him.
Algernon—I heah that you andCiewrenee had ' an al tah cation hiwst
Dint .and he called yoult evahwy-
thing.
Percival—Yaws, but I got even with
two, deah bay. I sailed him notie
egg, doncher knriw.—Ohicago Daily
Nowa
• Stetropelltaa Ways.
mgt.'s( Sateemaa —Pretty dew
awn, thb.
Reoldeat (of Bridgewstor)-011, inet
sr dors *low; she Carnegie ilkry
main' l' fir non-support!—tuk.
Wks Pooraisposaa.
• Lv (to farmer's boy in tbe OM)
.-Digging potatoes, el?
Farmer's Boy—Yep.
Visitor—And what do you get for
digging potatoes?
Farmer's Boy—Nawthine but I git
sonaethin' fer not diggin"em.
Visitor—Indeed? What would you
get for not digging them?
Farmer's Boy—Licked.--Judge.
Would Have Put It Out of Business.
Bacon—1 saw a man to-day with a
band-organ in a wagon drawn by a
mule, and he said he had been going




"That the mule didn't kick at the
muale."—Youkers Statesman.
She'd Mem It
"Sue an you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
GU Minis. • practical num.
"If you get a house and put it In my
same," she replied promptly, "I'll keep
U all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
tled, their engagement was announced.
Another to Hold Him for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful," said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that It would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
ire make people think we know."
**Pout! It wouldn't be very wonder.
NI is your C1104.”--ChIcago Record.
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady—I am resigning fey Posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kaslool-
lar, of the necktie counter.
Manager—Why not keep on working,
any how?
Saleslady—Gee! You don't know
Bobby. If I don't quit my Job, be wit/—
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint
Her Father—What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)—I am fifth
vice president of the Brazes: Assurance
society.
Her Father—Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!—Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady—What is the real difference
between an apartment, a eat and a ten-
ement house?
Janitor—In an apartment the ladies
don't have no children; in • fiat they
has one or two. More than two makes
any house a tenement. mum.—Judge.
Extra.
"In what sort of meter is Scribbler's




'So many unnecessary fest, yes
know."--Cleveland Leader.
A Calldown.
"Snootier says he would never weer
ready-made clothes."
"Possibly. But he spends ready-
made dollars. It his father hadn't loft
left them to him he wouldn't have
'sough to buy a secondhand suit -
'Detroit Free Press.
Troubles of the Rica.
Jiggles—Why does that millionaire
boast ot his ancestry?
Waggles—Because he can't very well
boast of his posterity, when his dangh
tar eloped with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the gold curs.—
Puck.
An Indorsement.
"Do you regard the political future
if this country as secure?"
"Yes," answered Senator sorghum
°I have thought the matter over and
'dill consider politics an entirely sale
investment."—WaehIngton Post
THE TYRANICALL LANDLADY.
Mr. Spider—What, Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled to;
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth—I thought so, too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled me out—Kansas City
Star.
A Beflectioe.
"The ocean looks like sea and copper,"One often hears this on the beach;
The simile Is apt and proper—
There's water—lots of it—in each.
Thought She Had a "Mash."
Patience—it's scandalous!
Patrice—What Is sicanda)ous?
"Why, my sister was out playing golf,
yesterday, and she said she had a mashie
an the links!"—Yonkers Statesman.
Not Treasure Trove.
Knicker—It's a pretty honest world.
Booker—Yes, Indeed, the man wbs
Suds fault goes to a lot of trouble In
*stunk it to the owner.—N. Y. Sun.
Lineage.
Mrs. Oldblood—Do you go back In
William the Conqueror?
Mrs. Newblood—No, bat est am 111
Sosimilerbiasia.—N. L Sp&







He and Ais rot her Have a Large New Stock tt
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
iliandanne Silverware
TO AbORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNSIN SEWING SPOONS, FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, DISH-ES, ETC.
WEDDING GIFTS
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LLMAKE NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OURNEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHINGTHAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GETPRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L. WANNER 9 JEWELER &OPTICIAN
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND NMBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 SouthIrd Street'






Edison and Victor Pboaegraphs
and a General Supply of music
on hand. If you want to buy.
It will pay you to call and see
our stock.
Look out for our Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices and a
present for everybody.
WARREN & WARREN 417 Broadway
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building ,








SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO) ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D•FITZPATRICK. SUPT.'


















GUM, BEECH 4ND OAKIFLO:)RINGJEND MATCHED BORED,, 'KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED 'ANDIPOLISHED. TWIIIIBRAND—OUR OWN MAKE







THE NICEST XMAS PRESENT




Eastman Agent for Eastman.
RIVER. NEWS











*it. Louis. 9.1, falling.




The towboat Burnside arrived yes-
terday from the Mississippi river with
turn barges that are to be repaired
ma the dry docks.
Manager W. A. Hock of the Green
River Coal company's Evansville, Ind.
asfice is here arranging for genera!
repairs to be made to his fleet of
liming property.
Sieward Chales A Read of the tow-
nr Pacific is here visiting his broth-
or. Mr. Wm. Read 4)f Tate's grocery
The steamer Dick Fowler gets out
for Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock
wit comes back tonight about 9
, k.
• The Yee Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and departs im-
mediately on her return that way.
The Dudley went to Clarksville yes-
terday and, coming back tomorrow
for Nashville.
vihtner Clyde came out of the
Tennessee river this morning and lies
testi! tiontorrow afternoon at 5 o'clacir
'before skipping out on her return that
say.
The City of Saltillo will leave St
forfs today and get here Thursday
'morning en route up the Tennessee
wirer.
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati
tomorrow and gets here Saturday en
41•Iwt3 to. Memphis.








STAND THE TEST OF
TIME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO




GOODS ARE THE CHEAP-
EST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINE.
R. W. W kLKER CO.
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and 7- roadway.
Zksislisa Of.
ENGINEEI IS




MR. JOSEPH RANDALL AND
WIFE RETURNED FROM
HOT SPR NGS.
Conductor Abernathy Will Not Be
Able to Leave Hospital For Some
Days—Railroad News.
Engineer Joe Randall, one of the
most popular engineers on the road,
rcturned yesterday from Hot
Spring, Ark, accompanied by his
wilt:. they having been there for
three weeks on account of the latter's
halth, which is much improved. Mr.
Randall Sunday resumed his regular
run out of this city for Memphis.
Injured Conductor.
Conductor Abernathy is able to sit
up at the railroad hospital on West
Broadway.. but it will be some days
yet before he rssumes his place on
the road His collar bone was brok-
er. ten nights ago during the wreck
near Ripley, Tenn.
Traffic Recumed.
Sunday night traffic was resumed
al: :he way throught to Memphis,
over the I. C the first through
manifest freight train going out for
the Bluff City for the first time
since the washouts began two weeks
ars,.
Machinery Superintendent.
J G. Neuffer, superintendent M ma
chinery for he I C was here Sun-
day and left for Memphis.
BOLD ROFZERY OF A
COINTRY POSTOFFICE
purglars Break ditto Store at Elk-
cheater and Steal isio •:.ti
Stamps.
Learn tri. Nov. 26 he general
merchandise store of Patrick & Gum
which also coatains the postoffice. at
Elkchester, this county, was broken
open by robbers Saturday night. The
safe was pened and about $so in cash
was stolen. A quantity of merchan-
dise. including four cases of shoes,
was also taken. Two thousand ones
cent stemps liso pennies belonging
to the postoffice department were
stolen. Although four flood hunds
trailed robbers nearly all day Sun-
day, they were not captured, the trail
being lost on the Big Sink road, be-
tween Versailles and Midway.
The recent hyavy rains in the Ohio
valley and the consequent big rise
in the stage of the Obio river have
ma-de it possible for the first time
since last June to get an immense
shipment of coal from the Pittsburg
harbor to Louisville and points south
Eleven of the largest towboats in the
world plying inland waters are now
on their way down the river with im-
mense tows of coal, amounting in all
to millions of bushels, although the
exact hmount is not known. The
fleet is moving along on good time
The leading: boats reached Cincin-
nati Sunday. Unless delayed by heavy
wind,torms the tug boats will pass the
local port within the next ten days.
The names of the boats which were
sent out on this shipment are: Sam
Clark, Ed Roberts. Valiant. Ironsidcs
Josh Cook, Charley Brown, Export-
er, Tom Rees. John A. Wood, Harry
Brown. Boaz and Sprague.
Ideal Meat Market
312 Broadway
Bear Meat and Verdobb for
Theedoserbsg.
Scores Reformed Spelling.
Rock Island. III.. Nov ac—Lectur-
ing on phonetic spelling here today
Dr. E. F. Bartholomew, professor of
English liternture and philosophy in
Angustana college. protests that spell-
ing reform is based on principles
fundamentally wrong. He says it
world language is a dream that
fortunately is never to be realized
Many a man that meant to !mild;
himself a monument ha; had to he
content with a common slab
imp
The man that keeps his eyes lifted
towed! OW IMOD sow maim whoa-
*es pram b stew
* • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Mr. Herman Zuber of- Murphys-
bort), Ill, has returned home, after
spending a few days with his many
friends in this city, this being
first visit here in three years.
Col. Victor Van de Male Left S-1:-
day for a drumming trip throuah
West Tennessee.
Rev. C. E. Perryman has gone t•
Herrin, Ill., to conduct some meetings
Mesdames John Young and W. D.
Eviings, of Hopkinsville are visiting
Mrs. Dr. Garber, of Jefferson street.
Mr. A. J. Smith of the Rhodes-Bur-
ford establshruent returned yesterday
day from Lebanon, Ky., where his
mother's death called hitt..
Messrs Thomas and %%Miami Stahl
returned yeterday from 3 week's trip
out buying tobacco
Judge C. A. Senn, of birmingham.
Ala., was here yesterday en route
to Southland
Mr. Samuel Skinner yesterday left
for a Southern drumming trip,
N114: Johnnie Linthicum, of Wick-
liffe, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Lee
Mr Edward Grouse, the tnedicine
man, is here from South Carolina.
Mr. William Grayot and brother
John, were here yesterday en route to
Livingston county on a hunt. The
former is assistant secretary of the
state at Frankfort, and the latter com-
monwealth attorney for the Princeton
judicial circuit. They spent several
hours here with their sister, Mrs
John K. Hendrick.
Dr. M. M. Cooki snd bride arrived
last night from Adams, Tenn., where
thra %sere married Sunday.
Andrews of Jefferson street
Miss Virginia Coon .leaves in a few
days for her home in Evansville.
Mr. Harry Johnson returned yes-
,: erday from Ruttier frxrch Tenn.,
where he accompanied Ls wife and
child who went there t visit Mrs.
Johnson's mother.
Contractor John Dunlap yesterday
ssent to Cairo on business.
Mr. Virgil Adams of North Sixth,
went to Chicago yesterday.
Mr L. E. Pettit has returned from
a Southern drumming trip.
Mr Webb Gunn. of Clarksville,
Tenn.. has returned horse after vis-
iting here.
Mr. James Quinn has gone to Cory
don, Ky, where his mother died
Circuit Clerk Joe A. Miller return-
ed yesterday from visiting his
daughter Mrs. Clay Lemon of May-
field.
Mr. T. J. Lovell left yesterday for
N1121111illt.
Mrs. Wm. Oregon Bonnie. of Lou-
isville returned home yesterday af-
•er visiting Mrs. David I-. Van Culin.
CHILD SLAVERY A FELOKY
Nebraska Woman Would Punish
Farming of Children by Im-
prisonment.
Lincoln, Neb Nov. a6.—Declariag
that several state instittions and or-
phan asylums. had systematically
farmed children oat, Mss Cora Gar-
ber, a clerk in the office of Land
Commissioner Eaton, mil hired a
lawyer and will present a bill to the
next legislature makind child slavery
a felony. Miss Garber declares that
one institution has imported children
from Germany and enslaved them
at $as a head.
Watch the Ideal Meat Market
For
Bear and Deer Meat
5T2 Broadway
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
POPULAR WANTS. •
• • • • • • • • • • * + • •
WAN I ED—Press Feeder. Apply
this morning Kentucky Printing
Company 121 South Fourth street.
FOR RENT: Suite of rooms, Em-
pire flats. Apply to L. S. DuBois. .
FO ll RENT: Eight room house,
West End. All, modern improvements
Apply to L S. DuBois.
LOST—A letter containing Ex-
press Company receipt Return, and
get reward at this office.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev-
enth and Broadway Apply to B. H.
SCOTT.
FOR RENT—On apartment ia
doore's Flats. Apply 607 N. Sixth at.
FOR engraved cards, give your
:hristmas order to Paducah Printing
nd Book-Binding Co. Phone 4os.
-- -
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week, or the
job Terms Reasonable
JOHN D SMITH, Jr., 118 Fratern-
ity building
WANTED FOR U. 3. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
yes of 11 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ay




(Continued from Page Three.)
Japanese lanterns, which were bang
on stout cords forming a canopy ef
most pleasing,overhe-ad Then there
were a few lace paper parasols, fans
screens and candles with °Aosta!
shades.
The thimbles proved to be useful
in sewing on little outing flnannel
gowns. which were to be sent as a
thank offering to a needy child. Whle
fingers flew, the hostess read a
charming article ork"Things Steil n
Japan.- then tea was served in cups
without handles, a few chrysanthe-
mum petals were scattered over the
top of each. "la Japan." Japanese ree
cakes were served with candied gin-
ger and cherries Chrysanthemums.
one and two in a vase. ornamented the
mantel and piano, and to add interest
as well as to preserve the "Japan-
esque" character of the afternoon, no
chairs were provided in the digits(
room so the guests drank their tea
seated on the floor
If one wishes to serve more elabor-
ate refreshments, olives, nut sand-
wiches and salmon salad could be
added, and the guests requested to
come in kimonos or the hair combed
in Japanese style. with numberless
fans and ornaments which may be
purehased for the purpose.
The forded "figure- napkins always
.create an interest, for it is a trick to
see who can refold them into the orig-
inal forma. Candied puffed- rice is a
dainty confection to serve in diminu--4
tive lantern holders.
MADAME ERR!.




Subscribe for the Register.
•
With Damn Shoes
at first is the Last
Consideration .
• The Hannan lest it just lee the
humeri foot, because the lammul foot
is used as a model
• .And tine last is fashioned the
RAN AN shoe—alsapaly smart mad
cwenbertalda.
Your size in a HAMAN is anamliar
Shots in anyodser shoe. Your satis-




"NE PAM ZEUS ANTHER-4MM ISAUTY.*
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying net LW the house; yam pay Oar le as Pus
pay nom Vacant Isis la an ports of the city. Miss at as dee
preposed car asepsis* ea One/ es salsa depot and ea Allsa
ISOML Ilgs se Ws seek. Buy mow ea Isouilmese pies
Islas slosep. Tele b the Merest round la the elty. Property le
anmeriug esplep.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATID,
Ltd lb. nosier% Pr e& sad MSc Phase red.
Book Sale Extra-Ordinary
SIILDOT4 DC) YOT MAR Or:SUGH VALUES
kr4D MYRA DILFORIN IN PADUCAH IIII
SELDOM DO YOU HEAR OF SUCH VALUES AND NEVA
BEFORE /If PADUCAH.
Tbousn4#s of the prettiest, daintiest and best books pobbsbed-wM
be on sale. These books are just the thing for Chriabass rooms-
brumes, they giaden the heart and please the y.
We are offering the six biggest selling boob' in the Duke/
Mates at pac each but you can got *ant only at our Mora.
SALE MGM MONDAY, NON. 26
D. E. WILSON am book 11.: Mosaic Mau
AT 14 .3 J DtPA1LTMLNT Maw*
.___Ateswammmfferestangsr
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET-7
PHONE 254
GENUINE
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